Dog Kennel Hill Primary School
Curriculum
2020 -2021
Our Recovery Curriculum is designed to sensitively and efficiently promote the
mental well-being and emotional resilience of our pupils, and to reignite a sense
of community learning. Our aim is to ensure that pupils are re-immersed into our
school community again, so that they can continue to embrace and enjoy their
learning experiences in a secure, stable and familiar environment. We intend to
raise aspirations by reconnecting to our core school values of ambition, empathy,
creativity, resilience, respect and courage, and through ensuring that our pupils
have a secure sense of self.
Our curriculum is based upon an integrated thematic approach which links to
the wider world – hence the importance placed upon ‘cultural capital’. We will
motivate and inspire our pupils through our innovative and creative curriculum
and continuously provide them with opportunities to grow as learners and
experience success. We are excited to share with our children the transformative
nature of education and the endless possibilities that exist within it and through it.

Dog Kennel Hill Curriculum 2020/2021
Aims and Objectives
At Dog Kennel Hill we aim to provide a rich and meaningful learning experience for all our children which
will prepare them for an ever-changing world. In designing our curriculum, we aim to not only maximise
the natural and man-made resources around us but to build directly on the experience, needs, and
interests of our children as well as the expertise of the staff. We have also taken into account the cultural
and social diversity of all our pupils therefore creating opportunities for all to succeed. This is a curriculum
for us by us. Our curriculum is planned and sequenced so that new knowledge and skills build on what
has been taught before and towards clearly defined end points.
We aim to equip pupils with the knowledge and cultural capital they need to succeed in life. Our
understanding of ‘knowledge and cultural capital’ is derived from the following wording in the national
curriculum: ‘It is the essential knowledge that pupils need to be educated citizens, introducing them to
the best that has been thought and said and helping to engender an appreciation of human creativity
and achievement’.
We actively promote the use of the outdoors as a learning environment not just for PE and the Early Years
but for all children in all subjects. We are fortunate to have access to local nature areas such as Lettsom
Gardens, where we have an allotment and Forest School for the EYFS. We also have a community space
at DKHAP (Dog Kennel Hill Adventure Playground) and our own wildlife area at school.
Our curriculum is based on the 2014 National Curriculum Framework.
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Curriculum Intent
We provide a rich, relevant and engaging curriculum, ensuring all pupils:
● Are challenged to achieve the very best they can and make progress in line with, or above,
national expectations
● Develop enquiring minds and a balanced outlook on life
● Build upon knowledge and deepen understanding
● Are taught with context and purpose
● Are collaborative, resilient learners with a strong sense of personal choice and responsibility who
enjoy and value their learning
● Grow into confident and responsible young people who can shape their own views and explain
their opinions embodying the River Hill Federation Values
Curriculum Implementation
We do this through:
● Creating an aspirational high achievement culture
● Ensuring progression, context and purpose in our curriculum content, underpinned with specific
knowledge (outlined by knowledge organisers and curriculum maps)
● Providing a smooth transition between phases by allowing staff the unique opportunity to learn and
observe across phases, building relationships and developing knowledge and strengthening skills.
● Providing extensive enrichment opportunities to raise cultural capital
● Valuing creativity and learning within and beyond the classroom, taking full advantage of the
wealth of art and culture East Dulwich and London has to offer
● Collaboration and competition with other educational establishments and exposure to a range of
workshops, guest speakers, members of the community and parents
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We provide diverse and exciting experiences, which are taught with context and purpose. From EYFS
to Year 6 our curriculum is thematic, with room for cross-curricular teaching as well as discrete teaching
of particular subjects and units.
Curriculum Impact
We measure the impact of our curriculum by:
● Reflecting on the standards achieved against planned outcomes
● Celebrating the learning at the end of each topic, where children demonstrate the knowledge
they have gained
● Sampling children's learning across the school to demonstrate learning
● Pupil discussions with teachers and Senior Leaders about their learning
● Annual tracking of standards across the curriculum
We use formative strategies such as using feedback to inform planning, as well as summative
assessments at set times during the year. We benchmark against national standards in a variety of ways
including; marking and moderating across the school, Local Authority EYFS consultant visits, English
consultant support, external Maths Mastery visits in KS1 and Year 3, and frequent moderation activities
with colleagues from across the federation.
Pupil progress is monitored by way of pupil progress meetings, where results of summative assessments
allow us to identify and address barriers to learning of individuals and groups.
Pupil and parent voice are crucial tools in informing us what we are doing right, and what we need to
develop.
End of year outcomes show that DKH children achieve highly, embody our core values and have a
deep knowledge and understanding of our curriculum.
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Early Years Foundation Stage Curriculum
Reception and Nursery will spend some of the Autumn Term settling in and getting used to their new learning
environments. This forms part of the transition period. During this time teachers are observing, assessing and screening
their children in the areas of learning. Activities are set up both indoors and out to support all areas of the EYFS
curriculum.
The Prime (in bold) and Specific Areas are:
● Personal, Social and Emotional development
● Physical development
● Communication and Language development
● English
● Maths
● Understanding the World
● Expressive Arts and Design
Nursery will be working through Letters and Sounds phonic phases 1 and 2 which focus on distinguishing sounds and
identifying sounds. In Reception the focus is more on phases 3 and 5 which are phonemes (minimum unit of sound) and
making words. The Dandelion readers, which are sent home with the children along with a book of the child’s choice,
heavily support our phonic programme.
By the Spring Term a topic-based approach is fully embedded. Planning is informed heavily by the previous assessments
of where the children are in the prime areas (their needs), the interests of the children and the requirements of the
curriculum.
In the Summer Term, teachers are gathering evidence to support their final judgements for the Early Years Foundation
stage profiles. The expectation is that most children will achieve a Good Level of Development.
By the end of the foundation stage children are expected to
● Write simple sentences with plausible phonetic spellings- children who should exceed the good level of
development should be writing some compound words
● Read simple sentences relying on phonics and contextual cues
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● Work with numbers to at least 20

Dog Kennel Hill Primary School Year Group Nursery Curriculum Overview 2020- 2021

Topic

Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 2

Transition Unit
Here we are

Once upon a time…/
Celebrations

Superheroes

What’s inside the
egg?

Cracking creatures/ life
cycles

I do like to be beside
the seaside…/

Oliver Jeffers

Transition
Settling/
Marvellous me
Trips

Sainsbury’s for
cooking ingredients

Events
and
Festivals

Jeans for
Genes Day
MacMillan
Coffee
Morning
Rosh
Hashanah

Lettsom gardens

In school visit from
Firefighters, police,
lollipop person

Lettsom gardens
Contact Surrey docks
farm

Battersea Zoo

KS1 Production

New Year

World Book Day

KS1 SATs

Horiman Museum –
Aquarium
Summer Fair

Christmas Fair &
Christmas

World Autism
Awareness Day

Easter

KS2 SATs

Year 6 production

Children in Need
Diwali
Anti-Bullying Week

Harvest
Festival
World Mental
Health Day
Diversity Month
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Eid Al Fitr

Reading

Writing

Owl babies Martin Waddell
No Matter What Debi Gliori
Lulu's First Day Anna McQuinn
Maisie Goes to
Nursery -Lucy
Cousins
Three Little Pigs
Elmer – David
McKee
Plenty of
opportunity for
Nursery Rhymes

Where's spot – Eric Hill
Spots Birthday Party –
Eric Hill
Kippers birthday Mick Inkpen
The Gingerbread
Man
Maisie' Birthday - Lucy
Cousins
Alfie’s birthday
surprise – Shirley
Hughes
Cake
The Jolly Postman Allan Ahlberg
Peace at last – Jill
Murphy
Stick Man – Gullia
Donaldson
The Gruffalo’s Child Gullia Donaldson

Superhero
Dad/Superhero
Mum/ Superhero
Gran – Joe
Berger
Super Daisy - Kes
Gray
Supertato books
by Sue Henra and
Paul Linnet
Supertato
Supertato:Veggies
Supertato: Run
Veggies:Run

Oh Dear – Rod
Campbell
Egg Drop – Mini
Grey
Jack and the
beanstalk
Am I Yours? By
Alex Latimer
Non-fiction Life
cycle of the
Chicken
The Odd Egg Emily Gravett
The Emperors Egg
- Martin Jenkins

Non-fiction books:
Life cycle of the
ladybird, frog and
butterfly

Exploring marking
making in the
environment
Wanted posters
Sequencing
familiar stories
Learning how to
use story maps to
re-tell nursery
rhymes
Orally re-telling
stories
Phase 1 phonics
built into provision

Story mapping Where's spot
Making party
invitations
Writing birthday cards
Writing Christmas
cards
Writing Christmas lists
Writing to Father
Christmas
Writing labels

Drawing pictures
of our own
superpowers
Drawing pictures
of the
superpowers of
our
families/friends
Letters to the Evil
Pea
Wanted posters
Story mapping
Supertato
Introducing Sound
of the Week;

Using Talk for
writing to story
map and re-tell
Odd Dear
Recording in our
chick diaries
Learning to write
our own names
labelling different
eggs
sequencing Jack
and the beanstalk

Recording in our
caterpillar diaries
Making life-cycle books
observations drawings
Labelling
Writing our names
Writing bread Recipes
Writing letters
requesting the pets we
would like and why
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The very hungry
caterpillar - Eric Carl
What the ladybird
heard – Julia
Donaldson
The little Red Hen
Goldilocks and the
three bears

Commotion in the
ocean - Giles Andrea
Sharing a shell - Julia
Donaldson
Lucy and Tom at the
Sea Side - Surely
Hughes
What the ladybird
heard at the Sea side –
Julian Donaldson
101 Things to see at the
sea side - Osborne
Books
The Rainbow Fish Marcus Pfister
Beegu – Alexis Deacon

Writing postcards
Making train
tickets/plane tickets
Mark making in the
sand
Writing our own name
Using our sounds to
support writing initial
sounds and CVC words
Drawing pictures for
our new teacher - All
about me books

Maths

KUW

Number
Number songs
and Rhymes
Exploring numbers
1-5
Counting our
fingers and toes in
sequence
Measuring and
comparing
heights Making a
hair and eye
colour pictogram
SSM
Talking about the
size of objects
and ordering
them Noticing
shapes in our
environment

Talking about our
families and
relations

Number
Singing fireworks
songs in order to
strengthen counting
1-5 and 1-10
Ordering, labelling
and exploring more
or less from numbers
1-1
Making birthday
cakes and counting
how many candles
we put on each cake
Matching numeral
and quantity
correctly
SSM
Language of size
Guess the shape
Using coins to buy
items from our role
play shop

Making Christmas
Cookies and Ginger
Bread Men
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tuning into initial
sounds
Number
Compares two
groups of objects,
saying when they
have the same
number
Number problems.
Separates a
group of objects
and recognising
that the total is still
the same.
Shows an interest
in numerals in the
environment.
Shows an interest
in representing
numbers.
Realises not only
objects, but
anything can be
counted,
including steps,
claps or jumps.
SSM
Playing with
shapes or making
arrangements
with objects
Uses positional
language
Healthy eating/
exercise

Number
continued
development of
numbers beyond
10
Exploring 1 more
and 1 less
SSM
Using language of
size in relation to
growing
Recording number
in our play
Learning about 2D
and 3D shapes
Exploring shapes
that roll
measuring
Beginning to talk
about the shapes
of everyday
objects, e.g.
‘round’ and ‘tall’

Number
Shows an interest in
number problems.
Shows an interest in
numerals in the
environment.
Shows an interest in
representing numbers.
SSM
Uses shapes
appropriately for tasks.
Uses positional
language.
Orders two or three
items by length or
height
Using language of size

Helping to look
after our garden,
watering plants

Caring for our
environment - litter

Number
Recognises numerals 1
to 5
Counts up to three or
four objects by saying
one number name for
each item
Estimates how many
objects they can see
and checks by
counting them
SSM
Beginning to use
mathematical names
for ‘solid’ 3D shapes
and ‘flat’ 2D shapes,
and mathematical
terms to describe
shapes.
Selects a particular
named shape.
Can describe their
relative position such
as ‘behind’ or ‘next to’.

Talking about our own
experiences of going
on holiday/ a trip

EAD

PD

Looking at our
community
Learning about
our bodies
Using mirrors to
look at ourselves
and identify our
feature
Investigating our
finger prints
Exploring our
senses
Taste testing
activity
Learning how to
make playdough

Learning how to
make a birthday
cake
Learning about Divali,
Christmas and bonfire
night
Using different
materials to make a
dark dens and use
torches to explore
light and dark

Learning about
Chinese New Year
Learning about
the weather

and looking for
signs of spring
Looking after our
chicks, making
predictions,
learning about
how we can look
after and care for
the chicks,
handling chicks
with care
Talking about how
the eggs hatched
developing an
understanding of
change over time
- planting beans
Conducting our
own egg drop

Taking photographs of
caterpillars
Life-cycles - tadpoles,
caterpillars,
Bringing in our own
teddies from home and
throwing a teddy bear
picnic for them
Learning about
different animals and
talking about what is
the same and what is
different; what do they
eat? Where do they
live?

Researching what
creatures we might find
at the seaside
What sounds and
smells might we find at
the sea side
Celebrating Eid –
religious traditions.

Making houses
using different
materials
using mirrors to
draw pictures of
ourselves
Drawing pictures
of our families
Creating our own
family trees
Exploring the
different ways our
bodies can move
to music
Experimenting
with movement
and beginning to

Making birthday
party decorations
Making Christmas
decorations
Making fireworks
Colour Mixing

Cape/Mask
Making
Vegetable
printing
Designing our own
super hero’s
Designing our own
vegetable
superhero

Designing our own
odd egg
Painting pictures/
making collages
of our chicks
Making our own
bean stalks
Playdough chicks

Salt-dough caterpillars
Painting symmetrical
butterflies
Pastel drawings of
spring flowers
Collage ladybirds

Seaside collage
Salt-dough sea animals
Junk model transport

Mounts stairs, steps or
climbing equipment
using alternate feet.

Runs skillfully and
negotiates space
successfully,

Can stand
momentarily on
one foot when

Draws lines and circles
using gross motor
movements. Uses one-

Holds pencil between
thumb and two fingers,
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C&L

move freely and
with pleasure and
confidence in a
range of ways.
Can tell adults
when hungry or
tired or when they
want to rest or
play.
Can usually
manage washing
and drying hands.
Listening to stories
with increasing
attention and
recall.
Joining in with
repeated refrains
and anticipating
key events and
phrases.
Focusing
attention.
Following simple
directions.

Walks downstairs, two
feet to each step
while carrying a small
object.
Gains more bowel
and bladder control
and can attend to
toileting needs most
of the time
themselves.

adjusting speed or
direction to avoid
obstacles.
Can catch a
large ball.
Observes the
effects of activity
on their bodies.
Dresses with help

shown.
Understands that
equipment and
tools have to be
used safely.

handed tools and
equipment.

no longer using wholehand grasp.
Holds pencil near point
between first two
fingers and thumb and
uses it with good
control. Can copy
some letters.

Understanding the
use of objects.
Showing
understanding of
prepositions.
Responding to simple
instructions.

Understanding
‘how’ and ‘why’
questions.
Using intonation
and rhythm to
express meaning.
Uses vocabulary
focusing on
objects and
people that are
particularly
important to
them.

Using more
complex
sentences to link
thoughts.
Retelling past
events.
Using a range of
tenses.

Uses talk in pretending
that objects stand for
something else.

Building up vocabulary
that reflects the
breadth of their
experience. Using talk
to connect ideas.
Questioning why things
happen and given
explanations.
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Dog Kennel Hill Primary School Year Group Reception Curriculum Overview 2020- 2021

Topic

Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 2

Transition Unit
Here we are

Things that go/
Celebrations

Supertato vs. Evil
Pea

Dinosaur diggers

Cracking creatures

To infinity and beyond

Oliver Jeffers

Transition

Marvellous me/
Once upon a
time…
Trips

Learning walks
around wider
school grounds

Environmental
walks around
local area

Events
and
Festivals

Jeans for
Genes Day
MacMillan
Coffee
Morning
Rosh
Hashanah
Harvest
Festival

Lettsom gardens

Visit from ‘animal
person’

Godstone farm

KS1 Production

Trips to Sainsbury’s
for children to
purchase
ingredients for
cooking
New Year

World Book Day

KS1 SATs

Summer Fair

Christmas Fair &
Christmas

World Autism
Awareness Day

Easter

KS2 SATs

Year 6 production

Children in Need
Diwali
Anti-Bullying
Week

World Mental
Health Day
Diversity Month
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Eid Al Fitr

Reading

Writing

Starting School by
Allan Ahlberg and
Janet Ahlberg
Elmer by David
McKee
The Smeds and
the Smoos by Julia
Donaldson
The Colour
Monster by Anna
Llenas
The Gingerbread
Man
The Three Little
Pigs
The Three Billy
Goats Gruff
Goldilocks and
the Three Bears
Red Riding Hood

The Naughty Bus
by Jan Oke
Mrs Armitage on
Wheels by
Quentin Blake
Lost and Found
by Oliver Jeffers
Amelia Earhart
by Isabelle
Sanchez Vegara
Pumpkin Soup
by Helen Cooper
Room on the
Broom by Julia
Donaldson
Femi the Fox by
Jeanette
Kwakye
Stick Man by
Julia Donaldson
The Gruffalo’s
child by Julia
Donaldson

Supertato books by
Sue Henra and
Paul Linnet

Name writing
Self portraits
‘My family’ writing
Labelling features
Recording our
‘worries’ for the
worry monster
Wanted posters
Simple sentences
describing
characters

Recording ‘how
we get to
school’
Labelling
transport
Factual posters –
Amelia Earhart
Recipes for
Pumpkin soup
African maps
labelling

Letters to the Evil
pea
Wanted posters
Map making
Speech bubble
caption writing
Badge/ medal
making
Easter writing
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Supertato
Supertato: Veggies
Assemble
Supertato: Run
Veggies Run
Supertato: Evil Pea
Rules
Supertato: Veggies
in the Valley of
Doom
Supertato: Carnival
Catastro-Pea!
Supertato: Happea Ever After

Harry and the
Bucketful of
Dinosaurs by Ian
Whybrow and
Adrian Reynolds
Harry and the
Dinosaurs at the
Museum by Ian
Whybrow and
Adrian Reynolds
Dinosaur Bones by
Bob Barner
The Dinosaur Who
Lost Her Voice by
Julie Ballard &
Francesca
Gambatesa
Bumpus Jumpus
Dinosaurumpus by
Tony Mitton
Life on Earth:
Dinosaurs by
Heather Alexander
& Andres Lozano
Factual books –
dinosaur fact
writing
Instruction writing –
how to hatch an
egg
Own dinosaur
name writing

Life cycle books:
Ladybird
Frog
Butterfly
Chicken
Chicken Licken
The Little Red Hen
The Grouchy
Ladybird
by Eric Carle
The Hungry
Caterpillar by Eric
Carle

Life cycle books –
facts about different
life cycles
Observational
drawings
‘How to care for
chicks’ manual

Whatever next by Jill
Murphy
Look Up! By Nathan
Byron
Usborne Look Inside
Space!
Field Trip to the Moon
by Jeanne Willis & John
Hare (picture book)
The Skies above my
Eyes by Charlotte
Guillain
The Koala who Could
by Rachel Bright and
Jim Field
Oh, the Places you’ll
go! by Dr Zeuss

Letter writing to Neil
Armstrong
Space book – facts
Story writing to match
picture book
Letters to our teacher
All about me
Wishes/ worries for Year
1

Traditional tales
story writing

Number

Pattern and shape
Recognise, create
and describe
shapes with
mathematical
language
Numbers within 6
Recognise, count
and order
numbers; say
which numbers
are ‘more or less’

Writing to Father
Christmas
Christmas
traditions
Shapes and
sorting
Talk about,
compare,
measure and
order objects
and Quantities
Numbers within
10
Count reliably,
place in order,
recognise
numerals, use
ordinals,
understand zero
Shape and
calendar
Explore
characteristics of
shape, using
mathematical
language. Use
everyday
language to
discuss time.
Shape and
pattern
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Numbers within 15
Recognise, count
and order
numbers; estimate
and compare
groups of objects
Numbers within 20
Recognise, count
and order
numbers; estimate
and compare
groups of objects
Position and Time
Use everyday
language to talk
about time; use
mathematical
language to
describe position

Grouping and
sharing
Solve practical
problems involving
groups of 2, 5 or 10;
explore counting in
steps of 2.
Doubling and
halving
Solve problems
and explore the
relationship
between doubling
and halving

Measure
Compare objects
and quantities, solve
size, weight and
capacity problems in
everyday language

Addition and
Subtraction (2)
Compare quantities to
solve problems that
include doubling,
halving and sharing

Money

Numbers beyond 20 (1)

Recognise, compare
and order coins and
their values using
everyday language

Recognise, count,
order and estimate
numbers to 100; solve
problems including
grouping and sharing.

Addition and
Subtraction (1)
Add and subtract
single-digit numbers
by counting on or
back

Numbers beyond 20 (2)
Recognise, count and
order numbers to 50;
estimate and compare
groups of objects

KUW

Daily routines/
time
What do we need
to grow?
Why do we need
exercise?
Oral hygiene
Skeleton – looking
at X-rays/ labelling
Taking photos of
friends using
cameras and
iPad’s

EAD

Paper plate face
decorating – focus
on features
Paintings of our
own family
Colour mixing –
paint

Explore, discuss,
recognise,
classify and
describe in
mathematical
language.
Celebrations/
religion –
Christmas
Black history
month – cooking
Jellof rice
Observations of
environmental
changes –
looking at
changes in
weather and
outdoor
environment
Celebrating
Diwali
Bee-bots and
map making
Vehicle making –
junk modelling
Yoga for kids
Tea light candle
holder making
Salt dough
Christmas
decorations
Christmas
present
wrapping
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Healthy eatingwhat is good for
us? – focus on
vegetables
Celebrations –
Chinese New Year:
looking at
traditions, clothes,
food, music,
dragon parade
Using computer to
complete a simple
ICT game (Maths
game)

Science week
experiments:
Erupting volcano
Mentos in coke
Slime making
Egg shell walking
Tissue colour run
Gummy bears
Pollution jars
Celebrating
pancake day Pancake making
Celebrating Easter
– Easter bonnet
parade
Using metal
detectors

Caring for living
things
Life cycles –
tadpoles, pupa,
eggs, caterpillar
Habitats
Caring for our
environment –
pollution
Recording videos of
life cycles

Planets and the solar
system
Differences in
environments
Celebrating Eid –
religious traditions.
Invite parents in to
speak about
celebrations/ sharing of
food from different
cultures
Using search engine to
research facts

Cape making
Vegetable printing
Still life drawings of
vegetables

Clay dinosaur
modelling
Dinosaur stomp –
movement and
dance
Easter bonnet
making

Playdough chick
modelling
Observational
drawings of life
cycles
Pastel drawings of
spring flowers
Reception’s got
talent – rehearsals

Art week – focus on
different artists and
styles of art- Van Gogh,
Picasso, Andy Warhol
Eid card making
Salt dough Eid
decorations

PD

Experiments with
different ways of
moving.
Jumps off an
object and lands
appropriately.
Negotiates space
successfully.

C&L

Maintaining
attention during
appropriate
activities.
Uses language to
imagine and
recreate roles and
experiences in
play situations.
Introduces a
storyline or
narrative into their
play.
Usually dry and
clean during the
day

Travels with
confidence and
skill around,
under, over and
through
balancing and
climbing
equipment.
Shows increasing
control over an
object.
Building two
channeled
attention –
listening and
‘doing’ at the
same time.
Responding to
instructions
involving a two
part sequence.
Shows
understanding of
how to transport
and store
equipment
safely.
Dressing and
using the toilet
independently.
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Uses simple tools to
effect changes to
materials.
Handles tools,
objects,
construction and
malleable
materials safely
and with
increasing control.

Shows a
preference for a
dominant hand.
Begins to use
anticlockwise
movement and
retrace vertical
lines.

Begins to form
recognisable letters.
Uses a pencil and
holds it effectively to
form recognisable
letters, most of which
are correctly formed.

Show control and
coordination of in large
and small movements.
Move confidently in a
range of ways.
Handle equipment and
tools effectively.

Listening to and
responding to
ideas and opinions
expressed by
others.
Links statements
and sticks to a
main theme or
intention.
Eats a healthy
range of foodstuffs
and understands
need for variety in
food.
Shows
understanding of
the need for safety
when tackling new
challenges, and
considers and
manages some
risks.

Extending
vocabulary,
especially by
grouping and
naming, exploring
the meaning and
sounds of new
words.
Shows some
understanding that
good practices
with regard to
exercise, eating,
sleeping and
hygiene can
contribute to good
health.

Able to follow a story
without pictures of
props. Listening to
stories and
accurately
anticipating key
events, responding
with relevant
comments.
Practices some
appropriate safety
measures without
direct supervision.

Uses talk to organise,
sequence and clarify
thinking, ideas, feelings
and events.
Showing awareness of
the listeners needs in
conversation.
Developing own
narratives and
explanations by
connecting ideas.

Dog Kennel Hill Primary School Year Group 1 Curriculum Overview 2020- 2021
YR1 Reading
Match graphemes for all phonemes
Read accurately by blending sounds
Read words with very common suffixes
Read contractions & understand purpose
Read phonics books aloud
Link reading to own experiences
Join in with predictable phrases
Discuss significance of title & events
Make simple predictions
YR1 Number/Calculations
Count to / across 100
Count in 1s, 2s, 5s and 10s
Identify ‘one more’ and ‘one less’
Read & write numbers to 20
Use language, e.g. ‘more than’, ‘most’ Use +, - and =
symbols Know number bonds to 20
Add and subtract one-digit and two-digit numbers to 20,
including zero
Solve one-step problems, including simple arrays

YR1
Topic

YR1
Trips

YR1 Writing
Name letters of the alphabet
Spell very common ‘exception’ words
Spell days of the week
Use very common prefixes & suffixes
Form lower case letters correctly, starting and finishing in
the correct place
Form capital letters & digits
Forming sentences
Compose sentences orally before writing
Read own writing to peers or teachers
YR1 Geometry and Measures
Use common vocabulary for comparison, e.g. heavier,
taller, full, longest, quickest
Begin to measure length, capacity, weight
Recognise coins & notes
Use time & ordering vocabulary
Tell the time to hour/half-hour
Use language of days, weeks, months & years
Recognise & name common 2-d and 3-d shapes
Order & arrange objects
Describe position & movement, including half and quarter
turn

YR1 Grammar
Using ‘and’ to extend sentences
Sequencing sentences
Using spaces between words
Introducing: capital letters, full stops, questions marks and
exclamation marks
Capital letter for names and I
YR1 Speaking and Listening
Listen and respond appropriately
Ask relevant questions
Maintain attention and participate
YR1 Fractions
Recognise & use ½ & ¼

Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 2

Transition Unit Here
we are
Oliver Jeffers

Traditional Tales

Fairy Tales

Toys

Places People Live

Monsters and Aliens

Horniman
Museum: Toys
around the
World

London Eye
River Cruise
Cable Car

Our World and
Beyond
Museum of LondonMary Seacole

Surrey Docks Farm

Brunel Museum
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Horniman Museum:
Garden Explorer

Kew Gardens
London CLC
(Computing)

YR1
Events
and
Festivals

Jeans for
Genes Day
MacMillan
Coffee
Morning

Dulwich Picture
Gallery/ National
Portrait Gallery
World Book Day

KS1 SATs

Summer Fair

KS2 SATs

Year 6 production

KS1 Production

New Year

Christmas Fair &
Christmas

World Autism
Awareness Day

Easter

Traditional
Fairytales

Dogger Shirley

Eid Al Fitr

Children in Need

Rosh Hashanah

Diwali

Harvest Festival

Anti-Bullying
Week

Diversity Month

YR1
READING

World Mental
Health Day
My Friend Bear

Handa’s Surprise

Jez Alborough

Eileen Browne

Space Boy

Oliver’s
Vegetables

Leo Landry

The way back
home

Hughes

Range of
non-fiction
texts

Vivian French

Oliver Jeffers

Man On the Moon
Simon Bartram

Squash and a
Squeeze
Room on the Broom
The Gruffalo
Monkey Puzzle
The snail and the
whale
Stick man
Zog

Aliens Loves
Underpants
Claire Freedman and
Ben Cort

Beegu
Alexis Deacon

Julia Donaldson

Poetry by heart
Twinkle Twinkle
(all verses)

Christmas
poems

Caribbean
Counting Rhyme

Whatever Next!

Little Red Hen

Rumpelstiltskin

Jill Murphy

Diane Muldrow

Printed version

Draw and label
story map

Retell a story

Teddy Bear Teddy
Bear turn around

Buckingham
Palace

There’s a Monster in
my Closet

A. A Milne

Susan Burd

Lost in the toy
museum

The Smartest Giant
in Town

Where the Wild
Things Are

Davis Lucas

Julia Donaldson

Maurice Sendak

Pamela Mordecai

YR1
WRITING
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A bear called

Write a list using
simple adjectives
Thought bubbles in
role - pronoun verb
– I am, I wish, I want,
Write a diary

Write beginning,
middle and end
Write apology
letter
Write a story with
a twist - write an
extended ending

Recognise
features of
Traditional Tales
Write sentences
Write clues for a
given fairy-tale
Add thoughts
and feelings

Write a postcard join words and
clauses

Describe a
character

Recount known
story using simple
adjectives

Write dialogue
between two
characters
Write a fairy tale

YR1
MATHS
Maths
Mastery

Numbers to 10

Numbers to 20

Time

Addition and
subtraction within
10

Addition and
subtraction within
20

Exploring
calculation
strategies within
20

Shape and patterns
Numbers to 50
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Paddington
Michael Bond

Write information
text
Add a contents
page and a
Glossary
Create labels and
description

Predict end of
rhyming couplets in
reading and writing
Write a Thank you
letter

Write a character
description
Create Wanted Poster
Write a letter

Writing extended
story
Innovate extended
write of new story

Write setting
description
Write a fantasy story

Write explanation
text
Create a toy
museum
Make a game and
write instructions
Addition and
subtraction within
20 (comparison)
Fractions
Measures: Length
and mass

Numbers 50 to 100
and beyond
Addition and
subtraction (applying
strategies)
Money

Money
Multiplication and
division
Measures: Capacity
and volume

YR1
Science
Kent Scheme

Biology: Animals Including Humans
Ourselves
Identify, name and - label parts of the
body

YR1
Computing
Rising Stars

Chemistry: Everyday Materials
Distinguish between an object and the
material from which it is made

The senses (sight, taste,)

Identify and name a variety of everyday
materials, including wood, plastic, glass,
metal, water, and rock

Say which part of the body is associated
with each sense

Describe the simple physical properties of
a variety of everyday materials

Find and name common animals that are
birds, fish, amphibians, reptiles, mammals
and invertebrates

Compare and group together a variety of
everyday materials on the basis of their
simple physical properties

Find and name common animals that are
carnivores, herbivores and omnivores
We are Treasure
We are TV Chefs
Hunters
Break down a
Understand that a
process into simple,
programmable toy clear steps, as in an
can be controlled
algorithm
by inputting a
sequence of
Use different features
instructions
of a video camera
Develop and
record sequences
of instructions as
an algorithm
Program the toy to
follow their
algorithm
Debug their
programs
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Use a video camera
to capture moving
images
Develop
collaboration skills
Discuss their work
and think about
how it could be

We are Painters
Use the web safely
to find ideas for an
illustration

We are Collectors
Find and use
pictures on the
web

Select and use
appropriate
painting tools to
create and change
images on the
computer

Know what to do if
they encounter
pictures that cause
concern

Understand how this
use of ICT differs
from using paint
and paper

Group images on
the basis of a
binary (yes/no)
question
Organise images
into more than two
groups according
to clear rules

Biology: Plants
Identify and name a variety of
common wild and garden plants,
including deciduous and evergreen
trees
Identify and describe the basic
structure of a variety of common
flowering plants, including trees.

We are Story
tellers
use sound
recording
equipment to
record sounds
Develop skills in
saving and
storing sounds on
the computer
Develop
collaboration skills
as they work
together in a
group
Understand how
a talking book

We are
Celebrating
Develop basic
keyboard skills,
through typing
and formatting
text
Develop basic
mouse skills
Use the web to
find and select
images
Develop skills in
storing and
retrieving files

Predict how their
programs will work.

improved

Create an
illustration for a
particular purpose

Sort (order) images
according to some
criteria

differs from a
paper-based
book

Develop skills in
combining text
and images

Know how to save,
retrieve and
change their work

Ask and answer
binary (yes/no)
questions about
their images

Talk about and
reflect on their
use of ICT

Discuss their work
and think about
whether it could
be improved

Reflect on their work
and act on
feedback received
YR1
History

Share recordings
with an audience

Lives of significant
individuals in the
past who have
contributed to
national and
international
achievements
Neil Armstrong

Changes in living
memory (linked
to aspects of
national life
where
appropriate)
Toys now and in
the past

Significant
historical events,
people and
places in their
own locality
Bright Lights, Big
City London Then
and Now

Understand where
people fit
chronologically
using common
words and phrases
e.g. before, after,
a long time

Sort toys between
old and new /
Identify similarities
and differences
between them

Learn about the
UK’s capital city

Sequence in
pictures the life of
Armstrong
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Bring in own toys,
parents/carers’
toys and then
grandparents/car
ers’ toys - Identify
similarities and
differences and
put them in order
from newest to
oldest

Develop
knowledge of
key locations
Develop
understanding of
transport
Develop
understanding of
Brunel
Develop

Discuss how the
materials from
which toys are
made have
changed over time
and why this is the
case
Place toys on a
timeline in the
chronology in which
they were played
with. Write a short
description
describing the toy
Place the
chronology of
previous learning
(e.g. Apollo moon
landing, Mary
Seacole’s and
Edith Cavell’s
childhoods) on
the same timeline
as toys. Discuss
which toys
children will have
been playing with
in those times.
Discuss which
toys
grandparents
have played
with and is
played with
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understanding of
events that have
shaped London’s
past

today
Use words and
phrases such as
old, new, before (I
was born), after (I
was born), past,
present, then, now,
a long time ago
YR1
Geography

Locational
Knowledge: The
United Kingdom
Name, locate and
identify
characteristics of
the four countries
and capital cities of
the United Kingdom
and its surrounding
seas
Mapping Skills
London
Use basic
geographical
vocabulary to refer
to local & familiar
features.
Use four compass
directions and
simple vocabulary

YR1
Art & Design

Drawing
Develop sketchbook skills through a series
of warm up and drawing exercises
Introduce graphite, wax resist and
watercolour as a medium
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Human and
Physical
Geography:
Seasons &
Weather
Identify
seasonal/daily
weather
patterns in the
UK and the
location of hot
and cold
areas of the
world in
relation to the
equator and
the North and
South Poles
(link to English farming)

Painting
Learn about primary colours and explore
an artists’ work on colour(Piet Mondrian)
Explore what happens when primary
colours are mixed together

Contrasting
locality: London
and New Delhi,
Compare
London to a
nonEuropean
country
(location,
animals,
landmarks, art,
culture, Food,
history,
language,
weather)

Collage
Continue to develop drawing skills
Explore the link between drawing
and making

Develop hand to eye coordination
Explore experimental and observational
drawing

Explore colour and colour mixing in an
intuitive way
Create a colour wheel and name
secondary and primary colours

Develop vocabulary through
exploring a range of materials
Discover colour and texture through
collage

Explore composition
Improve observational drawings and
record what is seen
Printmaking
Introduce print making as a medium
Understand how understand how everyday
objects can be used as a tool
use tools to apply pressure and create
patterns

3D and Sculpture
Explore, discover and invent ways for 2d
to transform into 3d sculpture
Explore modelling materials such as
Modroc, clay and plasticine in an openended manner, to discover what they
might do

Explore mark making in a 3D material

3D and Sculpture
Create and Display
Explore modelling materials such as
Modroc, clay and plasticine in an
open-ended manner, to discover
what they might do
Complete 3D sculptures and
evaluate their work
Improve their work and use precise
vocabulary to describe the processes
used to complete their sculpture

Explore the concept of positive and
negative
Explore pattern through print making
YR1
Design &
Technology

Free standing structures
(making rockets)
Design and create a rocket replica
ensuring that it is freestanding
Know how to join components together
effectively
Know that a range of tools can be used for
different purposes: cutting, sticking, curling,
bending, joining etc.
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Moving Pictures:
(picturebook)
Understand that different mechanisms
produce different types of movement
Know and use technical vocabulary
relevant to the project
Understand the steps to make a moving
picture or toy

Food Technology:
(make a fruit salad)
Select and prepare raw fruit
ingredients
Know that simple utensils can be
used to process food and make it
easier to eat
Know that fruit and vegetables can
be farmed or grown at home

Understand how structures can be made
stronger

YR1
PSHE
Jigsaw

Being Me In My
World
Introduce Jigsaw
Charter and
setting
expectations

Celebrating
Difference
Discuss similarities and
differences and what
makes us unique and
special

Discuss rights,
responsibilities,
choices and
consequences

Learn about bullying,
how it feels and who
to ask for help

Recognise what
makes us special
and knowing how
we keep ourselves
and each other
safe
YR1
Mindfulness

Introducing Brain
Breaks
Introduction to the
core practice of
deep breathing
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Understand that products are designed
for users based on criteria, and what
simple criteria for a moving toy could be:
the mechanism should work smoothly, it
should make the right type of movement

Dreams and Goals
Set simple goals,
how to achieve
them and
overcoming
difficulties when
they try
Recognise feelings
associate with
facing obstacles

Healthy Me
Recognise healthy
and unhealthy
choices and how
these make us feel
Discuss importance
of hygiene, keeping
clean and that
germs will make us
unwell

Discuss friendships,
differences and the
importance of being
kind

Discuss partner
working and how
to do this well

Learn about road
safety and people
who can help us
stay safe

Getting Focussed
How our brain works
Mindful awareness
Focussed awareness
Mindful listening

Sharpening Your
Senses
Mindful seeing
Mindful tasting
Mindful smelling

It’s All About
Attitude
Mindful movement
Perspective taking

Understand that a vegetable is a
plant used for food
Understand that nutrients are the
things in food that the body needs to
remain healthy
Understand sensory evaluation
Relationships
Changing Me
Explore
Explore life cycles
friendships
and compare
with human life
Understand how
cycle
to treat others
with respect
Look at simple
changes from
Explore ways to
baby to adult
help myself and
others when
Know the names
feeling upset
of the private
parts of our body

Taking Action
Mindfully
Choosing
optimism

Learn how to
manage own
feelings and
know how to
access help
Expressing
Gratitude
Performing acts
of kindness

Appreciating
happy
experiences

Taking mindful
action in the
world

Expressing
gratitude
YR1
RE

How do you
belong to
Christianity?
Identify the
symbols that are
important to
religious groups
and use the right
names for them
Identify the symbol
of the cross, the
water and candle
Sequence pictures
in the right order
and explain why
Christians baptise
a baby
Create a card to
be given to a
Christian with
symbols on it

How do you belong
to Christianity?
Christmas
Talk about my
feelings for a special
gift
Explore what
happens for a
Christian at Christmas
Discuss why Christians
light candles at
Christmas
Recognise what gifts
are special to people
Explain the
significance of
Christmas to
Christians

Identify symbols or
badges which
show belonging
and discuss
YR1
Music

Rhyme and
Rhythm Repetoire
Clap rhythm of the
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Show time
Performance

What does it mean to belong?
How do you belong How do you
to Islam?
belong to
List Muhammad’s
Hinduism?
qualities and explain Identify and name
why this made him
3 Hindu gods and
a good leader
goddesses
Explain why
Muhammad is
Retell the story
important for
about Krishna and
Muslims
say why Krishna is
a very special
Name objects that
person for Hindus
are special to
Muslims.
Explain what a
Hindu does during
Explore the two
puja a
celebrations called
Eid
Recognise & name
the objects used
Discuss the
during puja and
difference between explain why they
the two and why
are important to
they are celebrated Hindus
Draw and name
the objects on a
puja tray and
explain how they
are used

The Beat Goes On
Handling &

Sounds we Hear
Making sound

How do you
belong to
Sikhism?
Discuss Sikh story
and explain some
of the things that
Sikhs believe as a
result
Retell a story
about Guru
Nanak and
explain why Guru
Nanak is a very
special person for
Sikhs
Recognise and
name the five K’s
and explain why
they are
important to Sikhs
Describe why
Guru Gobind
Singh is a special
person to Sikhs
Retell the Amrit
ceremony
Are You Sitting
Comfortably
Singing project/

How do you live
well?
Discuss some of
the special
objects people
have in their
homes
Draw and write
about what
makes you
special
Describe some
of the activities
that take place
in a home at
special times
Research how a
friendship band
can be
important to a
Hindu person
Retell the story of
the Prodigal Son
using pictures
and drama
Around the
World in 80 Days

Specialist
teacher

words in songs and
rhymes
Pitch match and
respond to
direction to
improve

Sing a wide range of
songs with increasing
control and accuracy
Explore dynamics in
singing

Controlling
Instruments
Rhythmic phrases
Play instruments to
accompany songs
Play instruments with
an increased
awareness of pulse
and rhythm with
greater control

Sing an increased
variety on songs
Hand signs to show
the pitches so mi la

Play specific
rhythms and
patterns in a phrase
Read simplified
rhythm patterns on
cards

YR1
Spanish
Specialist
teacher
YR1
PE
Coach
Class
Teacher

Days of the week
Months of the year

Numbers from 1-20

Football Skills

Dance

Multiskills
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Gymnastics

Create rhythm
phrases
Farm animals and
pets

Gymnastics Circuit
KS1 Problem
solving

scapes to poems
and stories
Use graphemes to
represent sounds
Use graphemes to
record musical
ideas
Create
soundscapes
Sequence sound

play linked to a
story
Actively listen for
specific elements
in music
Describe in terms
of dynamics,
pitch, timbre,
mood, tempo
Sing with
increasing range
and control

Songs from other
cultures
Maintain pulse in
singing and
playing with
increased
accuracy
Follow directions
and arrange
instrument
sounds for songs

Choose and select
instruments to
Make music and
describe their
music and choices

Spanish instructions

Spanish speaking
countries

Recap of topics

Basketball

PB Athletics

Cricket Skills

Athletics

Net Game:
using a racket

Invasion games:
Sending and
receiving or
throwing towards
a target

Dog Kennel Hill Primary School Year Group 2 Curriculum Overview 2020- 2021
YR2 Reading
Develop phonics until decoding secure
Read common suffixes
Read & re-read phonic-appropriate books
Read common ‘exception’ words
Discuss & express views about fiction, non-fiction & poetry
Become familiar with & retell stories
Ask & answer questions; make predictions
Begin to make inferences

YR2 Number/Calculations
Know 2, 5, 10x tables Begin to use place value (T/U) Count
in 2s, 3s, 5s & 10s Identify, represent & estimate numbers
Compare / order numbers, inc. < > = Write numbers to 100
Know number facts to 20 (+ related to 100) Use x and ÷
symbols Recognise commutative property of
multiplication

YR2
Topic

YR2 Writing
Spell by segmenting into phonemes
Learn to spell common ‘exception’ words
Spell using common suffixes, etc.
Use appropriate size letters & spaces
Start using some of the diagonal and horizontal strokes
needed to join letters
Develop positive attitude & stamina for writing Begin to
plan ideas for writing
Record ideas sentence-by-sentence
Sentence types (question, statement, exclamation,
command)
Make simple additions & changes after proof reading
YR2 Geometry and Measures
Know and use standard measures
Read scales to nearest whole unit
Use symbols for £ and p and add/subtract simple sums of
less than £1 or in pounds
Tell time to the nearest 5 minutes Identify & sort 2-d & 3-d
shapes
Identify 2-d shapes on 3-d Surfaces
Order and arrange mathematical objects
Use terminology of position and movement

YR2 Grammar
Subordinators (when, if, that, because)
co-ordination (and, or, but)
Expanded noun phrases
Present and past tense
full stops, question marks and exclamation marks
commas for lists
Apostrophes for contractions
YR2 Speaking & Listening
Articulate & Justify answers Initiate & respond to
comments
Use spoken language to develop understanding
YR2 Fractions
Find and write simple fractions
Understand equivalence of e.g. 2/4 = ½
YR2 Data
Interpret simple tables & pictograms
Ask & answer comparison questions
Ask & answer questions about totalling

Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 2

Transition Unit
Here we are
Oliver Jeffers

Fire Fire!

Under a Blanket of
Stars

All About Animals

Tales with a Twist

Dragons

Traditional Tales
YR2
Trips

Horniman
Museum- Around
Africa
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Museum of LondonLondon’s Burning
Fire Safety Officer Visit

Horniman MuseumAnimals and their
Habitats Workshop

Sydenham Hill
Woods- Self
Guided Visit

Vauxhall City Farm

Tower of London
Local Library

YR2
Events and
Festivities

Jeans for
Genes Day
MacMillan
Coffee
Morning
Rosh
Hashanah

The Mandir
Neasden
World Book Day

Christmas Production

New Year

Christmas Fair &
Christmas

World Autism
Awareness Day

Easter

Hampton Court
Palace
KS1 SATs

Summer Fair

KS2 SATs

Year 6
production

Children in Need

Eid Al Fitr

Diwali
Anti-Bullying Week

Harvest
Festival
World Mental
Health Day
YR2
READING

Diversity Month
James and the
giant peach
Roald Dahl

The Twits

OwlRoald
whoDahl
was
FantasticThe
Mr Fox
afraid of the dark
Roald Dahl
Jill Tomlinson
Toby and the● great
●
How to catch
a
fire of London
●
Margaret Nash
star
● Roald Dahl
Lost and Found
The Great Fire of
●
The way back
London – how do we
home
know about?
Deborah Fox
Up and down
A range of non-fiction Stuck
The day the
texts
crayons quit
●

Roald dahl

Fantastic Mr Fox
Roald Dahl

Oliver Jeffers

Poetry by heart
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The Princess
and the Pea
Lauren Child

How to Train
A Dragon
Cressida
Cowell + set

There was an old
Lady who
swallowed a fly

Guess (fire poem BBC)

On the Ning, Nang
Nong

Edward Lear

Spike Milligan

Great Fire of London

Owl babies

Range of non-fiction texts

Martin Waddle

The Pea and the
Princess

George and
the Dragon

Find a key word using
an index and locate
relevant information
on a page

Setting description

Woodland Animals
Range of nonfiction texts

Mini Grey

Woodland
Creatures
Write nonchronological
report

Christopher
Wormell

Diary in role

Christmas Poems

Traditional Nursery
Rhyme

YR2
WRITING

The Gigantic
Turnip
Aleksei Tolstoy

Label story map
Write expanded
noun phrases –
alliteration/
similes
Practise parts of
the story
Extended write

Funky Chicken

The Owl and the
Pussycat

Berlie Doherty

Note main points from
a book or screen
Make and use a class
glossary
Follow a line of
enquiry
Explain and draw a
diagram

Sentences in role
Learn by heart story
and add extra
thoughts, dialogue
and wishes –ext.
ending

Not Now
Bernard
David Mckee

Box up story
Beginning, middle
and end of a story

Character
description

Benjamin Zephaniah

Dragon
Poems
J Foster & K Paul

Letter
Create character
descriptions
Retell story in role
using1st person

Setting
description
Character
descriptions
Extended
story

News report

Diary entry
Use drama to
explore thoughts
and feelings

Compare things (the
more, the less)
Create glossary

YR2
MATHS
Maths Mastery

Number within
100
Addition and
subtraction of 2digit numbers
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Addition and
subtraction word
problems

Multiplication and
division: 2, 5 and 10
Time

Measures: Length
Fractions

Write and improve
a story
Fractions
Addition and
subtraction of 2digit numbers

Faces, shapes and
patterns; lines and
turns
Numbers within
1000

Measures: Mass
Exploring
calculation
strategies

Graphs

YR2
Science
Kent Scheme

YR2
Computing
Rising Stars

Biology: Animals
Including
Humans
Survival, health,
exercise and
growth
Basic needs of
animals &
offspring, animal
classes
We are
Astronauts
Have a clear
understanding of
algorithms as
sequences of
instructions
Convert simple
algorithms to
programs

Multiplication and
division: 2, 5 and 10
Chemistry: Uses of
Everyday Materials
Sorting and classifying,
changing materials
(twists, stretches, etc)
Compare how things
move on different
surfaces

We are Games Testers
Describe carefully
what happens in
computer games
Use logical reasoning
to make predictions of
what a program will
do

(regrouping and
adjusting)

Biology: Animals
Including Humans
Survival, health,
exercise and growth
Basic needs of
animals & offspring,
animal classes

We are Researchers
Consider the
technical and
artistic merits of
photographs
Use a digital camera
or camera app

Test these predictions

Take digital
photographs

Predict what a
simple program
will do

Think critically about
computer games and
their use

Review and reject or
pick the images
they take

Spot and fix
(debug) errors in
their programs

Be aware of how to
use games safely and
in balance with other
activities

Edit and enhance
their photographs
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Select their best
images to include

Money
Biology: Living
Things and Their
Habitats (including
micro habitats)
Food Chains
Simple food chains
& habitat

We are
Photographers
Develop
collaboration skills
through working as
part of a group
Develop research
skills through
searching for
information on the
internet
Improve notetaking skills through
the use of mind
mapping
Develop
presentation skills
through creating
and delivering a

Measures:
Capacity and
volume
Chemistry: Uses of
Everyday Materials
Sorting and
classifying materials
Identify and
compare uses of
different materials

We are Detectives
Understand that
email can be used
to communicate
Develop skills in
opening,
composing and
sending emails
Gain skills in
opening and
listening to audio
files on the
computer
Use appropriate
language in emails
Develop skills in
editing and
formatting text in

Multiplication
and division: 3
and 4
Biology: Plants
Requirements
for Growth (set
up a
comparative
test)
Growing plants
(water, light,
warmth)
We are
Zoologists
Sort and classify
a group of items
by answering
questions
Collect data
using tick charts
or tally charts
Use simple
charting
software to
produce
pictograms and
other basic
charts
Take, edit and
enhance

in a shared
portfolio.

short multimedia
presentation

emails
Be aware of esafety issues when
using email

YR2
History

Events beyond living
memory that are
significant nationally
or globally
Great Fire of London
Investigate about how
the Great Fire of
London started and
spread
Describe some of the
ways in which how we
live now is different to
how people lived in
1666
Understand how
London was rebuilt
after the Great Fire
Recount some of the
ways in which London
has changed
Investigate the impact
of Samuel Pepys diary
Lives of significant
individuals in the past
who have contributed
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photographs
record
information on a
digital map
Significant
historical events,
people and
places
Kings and
Queens
Understand
what a
monarch is and
the qualities
needed to be a
good monarch
Research about
some important
British monarchs
Find out how
the title of king
or queen is
inherited
Sequence British
kings and
Queens in
chronological
order
Investigate what
kings and

to national and
international
achievements and
Black History
Mary Seacole/
Florence Nightingale
Explain what makes
a person significant

queens ate
during medieval
banquets
Find out about
and compare
the lives of
Elizabeth I and
Queen Victoria

Explain how Florence
Nightingale improved
nursing
Explain who Mary
Seacole was and how
she improved nursing
Compare and
contrast the roles of
Nightingale and
Seacole
Write a report on
Nightingale and
Seacole and explain
their impact
YR2
Geography

Contrasting
locality
London and
Ghana
Compare and
Contrast
Dulwich/Ghana
Describe a place
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Human and
Physical
Geography/
Geographical
Skills and
Fieldwork
Why do we love
to be beside the
seaside?

outside Europe
using
geographical
words
Describe the
features of a
place, using
words like
beach, coast,
forest, hill,
mountain
Explain how the
jobs people do
may be different
in different parts
of the world
Name the
continents of the
world and find
them in an atlas
Describe the
human and
physical features
of both localities

Use basic
vocabulary to
describe a less
familiar area
Use aerial
images and
other models to
create simple
plans and maps,
using symbols
Use simple
fieldwork and
observational
skills to study the
immediate
environment
Explain what
makes the
seaside special
Describe the
human features
of the seaside
such as the jobs,
people do
Explain what
facilities a town
or village might
need
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YR2
Art & Design

Drawing
Improve observational drawings and
observational skills by developing cartoon
sketches

Painting
Explore the colour wheel

Explore portraiture

Name primary and secondary colours
and explore what happens when primary
colours are mixed

Use a variety of drawing materials

Develop awareness of shades and tones

Explore the relationship between drawing
and making

Select correct paintbrushes appropriate
for the task

Create continuous line drawings using
coins as a stimulus

Observe and ask questions about famous
artwork (Paul Klee/Georgia O’Keeffe

Collage
Identify warm and cool colours
improve dexterity skills
Explore colour and texture through
painting and collage
Develop decision making skills through
exploration and play

Discuss how sketches have improved
Printmaking
Explore mono printmaking

3D and Sculpture
Discover how to re-use everyday

Use and experiment with carbon paper to
create prints

materials
Plan and construct 3d models using
everyday materials

3D and Sculpture
Create and Display
Explore the texture, shape and size of
clay
Use tools to create a relief picture

Explore pattern, line, shape and texture
Make thoughtful mark making
Use pastels to add texture
Work on their print in order to add texture
after printing

YR2
Design
Technology

Observe real objects and use them to
create prints
Mechanisms (Vehicles with Wheels)
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Develop motor skills when sticking,
constructing and testing products

Experiment with clay tools to create
patterns

Use basic tools to help deconstruct and
then construct
Use mark making to create a picture
Use layering techniques to create texture
and depth
Textiles: Making Puppets
Know which equipment is needed to
sew material together

Food: Making raw vegetable dish
Know the purpose of different tools
and which to select for use in

A mechanism is a device used to create
movement in a product and wheels and
axles are examples of this
Know the difference and distinguish
between fixed and freely moving axles,
using technical vocabulary relevant to
the project

Know and use key vocabulary, as
relevant to the project: seam, thread,
stitch
Know how to evaluate their product
against the design criteria and suggest
improvements

Know what components are needed to
construct a moving vehicle and use this
to select materials according to which
are most suitable

Being Me In My
World
Understand what
it means to belong
Understand what
it means to feel
safe and happy in
my class
Understand rights
and responsibilities

Celebrating
Difference
Discuss gender
stereotypes,
differences and
similarities between
boys and girls
Identify feelings
associated with
bullying and where
to seek help
Explore friendships
and differences
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Know how to wash, peel, slice and
grate vegetables, selecting and use
appropriate kitchen equipment safely
and purposefully
Know how to grow vegetables from
seed prepare for eating (including
peeling, chopping, steaming and
boiling)

Know the purpose of their product (that
the finished model can be moved on
wheels with ease

YR2
PSHE
Jigsaw

preparing food (eg, sieve, spatula,
peeler)

Know that some ingredients are easier
to acquire according to the season

Dreams and Goals
Set realistic goals and
understanding the
steps to achieve them
Discuss perseverance
and recognising
strengths and
difficulties as a learner
Sharing success with
other people

Healthy Me
Learn about
healthy food
and making
healthy choices
Identify things
that make you
relaxed and
stressed
Discuss what
medicines are
and how to use
them safely

Know the food groups that different
healthy foods belong and
demonstrate by selecting appropriate
combinations for a singular meal
Relationships
Changing Me
Discuss roles and
Look at life
responsibilities in a
cycles
family and the
including those
importance of coof humans
operation,
appreciation and
Revisit the
trust
correct words
for the private
Learn and practise
parts of our
strategies for conflict body and
resolution
know that
private body
Understanding the
parts are
importance of trust
special and
in relationships
that no one

Discuss how to seek
help if they are
worried or scared

has the right to
hurt these parts
of the body
Practise
strategies for
managing
feelings and
emotions

YR2
Mindfulness

YR2
RE

Introducing Brain
Breaks
Introduction to the
core practice of
deep breathing

Getting Focussed
How our brain works
Mindful awareness
Focussed awareness
Mindful listening

Forgiveness
Discuss why
forgiveness is
important to
religion

How do we know
Easter is
coming?
Explore the meaning
of Ramadan and
why Muslims fast

Retell and
suggest
meanings for
‘You too Blue
Kangaroo’ story

Find out why certain
food is important to a
Muslim
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Discuss Lent and the
importance of fasting

Sharpening Your
Senses
Mindful seeing
Mindful tasting
Mindful smelling

It’s All About
Attitude
Mindful
movement
Perspective
taking

Can Stories change people?
Special books
Special foods and
Draw the cover of
fasting
my special book
and explain why it is Sequence the
special to me
Easter story and say
why it is important
Discuss what a
Christian might learn to Christians
from a Bible story
Research the
features of the Torah
Find out why the

Explain what a
Christian might
learn from

Taking Action
Mindfully
Choosing optimism
Appreciating happy
experiences
Expressing gratitude

Where does the
world come
from?
Sequence the
creation story and
explain what a
Christian/Muslim/
Jew would
understand from it
Retell the story of
Adam and Eve

Know where to
get help if
worried or
frightened
Expressing
Gratitude
Performing acts
of kindness
Taking mindful
action in the
world
Why did Jesus
tell stories?
Re-tell a
Christian story
and explain
Christians’
beliefs
Talk respectfully
about what is
important to you
and to others

Give an
example of a
time when you
have been sorry
and asked for
forgiveness

for a Christian

Qur’an is important
to Muslims

celebrating the
Last supper
Draw my own cross
and explain why it
is important to
Christians
Learn about Jesus
death from visiting
a church.

YR2
Music
Specialist
teacher

Sound of a Story
Creating a
sound story
Sing song
repertoire and
compare rhythm
and pulse
Explore timbre
and mood in
listening
Secure pitch
match and
singing a wider
range of songs
Use hand signs to
show pitch (doh
pentatone)
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Show time
Performance
Sing a wide range of
songs with increasing
control and accuracy
Explore dynamics in
singing

Metal and Wood
Introduction to
Tuned Percussion
Use vocal translation
to say rhythm
patterns
Play on chime bars
and sing simple
tunes
Sing rounds and
partners songs,
securing pulse

Rhythm Reading &
Notation
Matching rhythm
patterns to songs
Exploring structure,
stick rhythm
notation cards ,
counters beads
lolly sticks to
represent beats
and rhythms
Reading and
recording patterns ,

from the Bible and
explore some
things that Jews
and Christians
believe
Respond sensitively
and creatively to
the Hindu story of
creation

and about what
makes a good
story
Describe what a
believer might
learn from a
religious story or
a sacred text

Discuss questions
about how the
world began
Djembe
Introduction to
djembe
Create
soundscapes for
stories
Make graphic
scores and play
from scores
Explore rhythms
and pulse in 2 to 3
parts
Actively listen to
recorded music
Talk about and
describe sounds in
terms of the

African Tale
Leopards Drum
Create a
drama/music
presentation
Sing with good
control and
confidence
Choose and
select sounds
and explore
texture and
timbre in
compositions
Actively listen to,
talk about and
describe sounds

Actively listen to
talk about and
describe sounds
in terms
(dynamics,
texture, timbre)

YR2
Spanish
Specialist
teacher
YR2
PE
Coach
Class Teacher

elements of music tempo rhythm

Work
independently
at directed tasks
involving
selecting and
organising
sounds in
response to a
stimulus
Recap of all the
topics.

Compose music
to tell a story
Numbers from 131

Say your birthday and
say your age

Introduction to the
family members

Farm animals and
pets

My pencil case
(basic classroom
objects)

Football Skills

Dance

Gymnastics Circuit

Basketball

PB Athletics

Cricket Skills

Multiskills

Gymnastics

KS1 Problem solving

Athletics

Net Game: using a
racket

Invasion
Games: Sending
and receiving or
throwing
towards a target
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Dog Kennel Hill Primary School Year Group 3 Curriculum Overview 2020- 2021

YR3
Topic

YR3
Trips

YR3 Reading
Use knowledge to read @exception words
Read range of fiction and non-fiction
Use dictionaries to check meaning
Prepare poems and plays to perform
Check own understanding of reading
Draw inferences and make predictions
Retrieve and record information from non-fiction books
Discuss reading with others

YR3 Writing
Use prefixes and suffixes in spelling
Use dictionary to confirm spellings
Write simple dictated sentences
Use handwriting joins appropriately
Plan to write based on familiar formats
Rehearse sentences orally for writing
Use varied rich vocabulary
Create simple settings and plot
Assess effectiveness of own and others writing

YR3 Grammar
Use range of conjunctions and prepositions
Use perfect tense Use range of nouns and pronouns
Use time connectives
Introduce speech punctuation
Know language of clauses
Definite and indefinite articles
Using dictionaries
Paragraphing
Adverbs / adverbial phrases (then, next, soon)
Headings and subheadings
Perfect tense

YR3 Number/Calculations
Learn 3, 4, 8 x tables
Mentally add and subtract units, tens or hundreds to
numbers of up to 3 digits
Learn written column methods for addition and
subtraction
Solve number problems including multiplication & simple
division and missing number problems Use commutativity
to help calculations

YR3 Geometry and Measures
Measure and calculate with metric measures Measure
with simple perimeter
Add/subtract money in context
Use Roman numerals up to XII
Tell time and calculate to solve simple time problems
Draw 2D/make 3D shapes
Identify and use right angles Identify horizontal, vertical,
parallel and perpendicular lines

YR3 Fractions
Use and count in tenths
Recognise, find and write fractions
Recognise some equivalent fractions Add/subtract
fractions
Order fractions with common denominators

Autumn 1
Transition Unit
Here we are
Oliver Jeffers
East Dulwich
Science
Museum- Feel
the Force Show
and Wonderlab

Autumn 2
Victorian London

Local Area Visit
Theatre trip

Dulwich Art
Gallery
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Spring 1
Stone Age

Natural History
MuseumEarthquakes and
Volcanoes

Spring 2
Iron Age

Horniman Museum:
Prehistoric Britain

Summer 1
Ancient Egypt

British Museum:
Decoding Ancient
Egyptians Tomb
Paintings Free

Summer 2
Ancient Egypt

Horniman Museum:
Ancient Egyptians
Workshop
Gurdwara Visit
Southwark Cathedral

YR3
Events and
Festivities

Jeans for
Genes Day
MacMillan
Coffee
Morning
Rosh
Hashanah

KS1 Production

New Year

World Book Day

KS1 SATs

Christmas Fair &
Christmas

World Autism
Awareness Day

Easter

KS2 SATs

The Cat Mummy

Awesome Egyptians
(Horrible Histories)

Charlie and the
Chocolate
Factory

Summer Fair
Year 6
Production
Eid Al Fitr

Children in Need
Diwali
Anti-Bullying Week

Harvest
Festival
World Mental
Health Day
YR3
READING

Diversity Month
Revolting
Rhymes

Anansi The
trickster Spider

Roald Dahl

Lynne Garner

Don’t cook
Cinderella

The Lion and
the Mouse

Francesca
Simon

Jerry Pinkney

Prince Cinders
Babette Cole

Princess Grace
Mary Hoffman

Fairytale twists
Katie Dale and Matt
Buckingham

Jacqueline Wilson

Terry Deary and Peter
Hepplewhite

The Story of
Tutankhamun Patricia

The Lion and
The Mouse
Narrated By The
Timid But
Truthful Mouse

Roald Dahl

Violet and the mean
and rotten pirates
Richard Hamilton

Horrible histories
Terry Deary

A pirates life for me
(Twinkl)

Cleveland-Peck

The sea is hungry
James Reeves

Windy Nights
Robert Louis Stevenson

Nancy Lowen

The Other Side
of the Fable
Nancy Lowen

The King’s
Breakfast

The Arrow and
the Song Henry

A A Milne

Wadsworth
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Sweet and Low
Alfred Tennyson

Poetry by heart
Talking Turkeys
Benjamin Zephaniah

The sound Collector

Pirate Pete

Roger McGough

James Carter

I am a princess

Longfellow

Roger Steven

YR3
WRITING

Princess Smarty
Pants
Babette Cole

Comparison
Charts
Understand and
expand
vocabulary
Adverts

Trickster Stories and
fables
Playscripts

Egyptians

Stone Age Boy

Pirates

(Non-fiction books)

Satoshi Kitamura

Fiction and Non fiction

Report about the River Nile

Timelines

Narrative in role

Layout

Non-Chronological Report

Diary Entries

Text to script

Instructions (How to mummify a body)

Glossaries

Eecount based on
deduction and
research

Sequencing

Myths and Legends

Shadow Theatre

Egyptian Fairy-tale (based on Rapunzel)

Diary
Instructional Text

Information Leaflet
(Stone Age
Artifacts)

Information Texts

Time

Angles and Shape

Securing multiplication
and division

Fractions

Measures

Diary (in role)

Persuasive
arguments

Non-Chronological
Report

Simple Newspaper report

Character
description
Re-writing
Narrative (Prince
Swashbuckle)

YR3
MATHS
Maths
Mastery

Extended ending
Number sense
and exploring
calculation
strategies
Place Value

YR3
Science

Biology: Animals
including
Humans

Graphs
Addition and
subtraction
Length and
perimeter
Physics: Light
Recognise that
they need light in
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Multiplication and
division
Deriving
multiplication and
division facts
Chemistry: Rocks
Compare and
group together

Exploring calculation
strategies and place
value
Physics: Forces and
Magnets

Biology: Plants
Identify and
describe the

Biology: Plants
Identify and describe
the functions of

Kent
Scheme

Identify that
animals,
including
humans, need
the right types
and amount of
nutrition, and
that they cannot
make their own
food; they get
nutrition from
what they eat
Identify that
humans and
some other
animals have
skeletons and
muscles for
support,
protection and
movement

order to see things
and that dark is the
absence of light
Notice that light is
reflected from
surfaces
Recognise that
light from the sun
can be dangerous
and that there are
ways to protect
their eyes
Recognise that
shadows are
formed when the
light from a light
source is blocked
by an opaque
object

different kinds of
rocks on the basis of
their appearance
and simple physical
properties
Describe in simple
terms how fossils are
formed when things
that have lived are
trapped within rock
Recognise that soils
are made from
rocks and organic
matter

Find patterns in the
way that the size of
shadows change

YR3
Computing
Rising Stars

We are
Programmers
Create an
algorithm for an

We are bug fixers
Develop a number
of strategies for
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Compare how things
move on different
surfaces
Notice that some
forces need contact
between two objects,
but magnetic forces
can act at a distance
Observe how magnets
attract or repel each
other and attract some
materials and not
others
Compare and group
together a variety of
everyday materials on
the basis of whether
they are attracted to a
magnet, and identify
some magnetic
materials
Describe magnets as
having two poles

We are presenters
Gain skills in
shooting live video,
such as framing

Predict whether two
magnets will attract or
repel each other,
depending on which
poles are facing
We are network
engineers
Understand the
physical hardware

functions of
different parts of
flowering plants:
roots, stem/trunk,
leaves and flowers
Explore the
requirements of
plants for life and
growth (air, light,
water, nutrients
from soil, and room
to grow) and how
they vary from plant
to plant
Investigate the way
in which water is
transported within
plants
Explore the part
that flowers play in
the life cycle of
flowering plants,
including
pollination, seed
formation and seed
dispersal

We are
communicators

different parts of
flowering plants: roots,
stem/trunk, leaves and
flowers
Explore the
requirements of plants
for life and growth (air,
light, water, nutrients
from soil, and room to
grow) and how they
vary from plant to plant
Investigate the way in
which water is
transported within
plants
Explore the part that
flowers play in the life
cycle of flowering
plants, including
pollination, seed
formation and seed
dispersal

We are opinion
pollsters

animated scene
in the form of a
storyboard
Write a program
in Scratch to
create the
animation
Correct mistakes
in their
animation
programs.

finding errors in
programs
Build up resilience
and strategies for
problem solving
Increase their
knowledge and
understanding of
Scratch
Recognise a
number of
common types of
bug in software.

YR3
History

shots, holding the
camera steady,
and reviewing
Edit video, including
adding narration
and editing clips by
setting in/out points
Understand the
qualities of effective
video, such as the
importance of
narrative,
consistency,
perspective and
scene length

connections necessary
for computer networks
to work
Understand some
features of internet
protocols

Develop a basic
understanding of
how email works

Understand some
elements of survey
design

Gain skills in using
email

Understand some
diagnostic tools for
investigating network
connections

Be aware of
broader issues
surrounding email,
including
‘netiquette’ and esafety

Understand some
ethical and legal
aspects of online data
collection

Develop a basic
understanding of how
domain names are
converted to IP
addresses

Movement (Settlement,Migration,Invasion)
Stone age to Iron Age
British History (taught chronologically)
Stone Age to Iron Age Britain, including:
Describe what life was like during the three
stages of the Stone Age - use a Venn
diagram to show similarities and differences
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Use the web to
facilitate data
collection

Gain skills in using
Work
charts to analyse data
collaboratively with
a remote partner
Gain skills in interpreting
experience video
results
conferencing
World History- Ancient Civilisations
Ancient Egypt

Use word mats to understand the
meaning behind the words, Palaeolithic,
Mesolithic and Neolithic.

Broader History Study
Earliest ancient civilisations - Ancient Egypt
Egyptian structures, ways of life, beliefs and
burial customs. Written communication in the
time of the Egyptians. The importance of the
Nile to the Ancient Egyptians. Ancient
Egyptian farming. - A depth study linked to a
studied period
A study over a period of time

Ask questions and find out the answers
about the Stone Age

Identify the period of Ancient Egypt on a
timeline

YR3
Geography

Place/
Locational
Knowledge/
Geographical
Skills and
Fieldwork
Investigating our
Local Area
Locating our
local area on an
aerial map
Features of our
local area
Exploring the
local area
through
fieldwork
How to record
features of our
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Explain how Britain changed during the
Stone Age using a timeline to help

Investigate artefacts to do with Ancient
Egyptian life.

Study Stone Age artefacts/tools and explain
what their uses were
Place events on a timeline using dates

Research/recall key facts about pyramids

Look at pictures of Skara Brae and
describe the features of the settlement.

Describe what the Ancient Egyptians
believed in life after death

Present knowledge about the Stone Age,
using a variety of skills (e.g. Geography
English, Maths, Computing)
Human and Physical
Geography
Earthquakes and
Volcanoes

Visit the Horniman Museum/British Museum for
an educational experience

Understand the
structure of the Earth

Describe the stages of mummification process

Locational and Place knowledge/Human and
Physical Geography/ Geographical skills
Egypt
Use maps and atlases appropriately by using
contents and indexes
Describe the physical features of Egypt

Identify the features of
a volcano
Research famous
volcanoes and
earthquakes
Explain the effects of
volcanoes and
earthquakes
Write an instruction
leaflet on how to
prepare for an
earthquake

Locate Egypt on a map and explain why it is
a popular destination
Describe the human features in a locality
Explain how the lives of people living in Egypt
would be different from their own

local area on a
map

YR3
Art & Design

Using maps to
see how the
local area has
changed
How the local
area will change
in the future and
the impact of
this
Drawing
Use Quentin Blake as an inspiration to
make figurative drawings from life
Use observational skills to look at a
figure and create drawings which
communicate intention

Explain what it’s like
living near a volcano

Painting
Use acrylic paints to complete artwork (3d)

Collage
Combine drawing, painting and collage skills

Explore early forms of painting ( cave
paintings) and Aboriginal art

Use imagination to being ideas to life

Explore impressionistic art of Pissarro (Victorian
Dulwich artwork)

Explore expression and character
Explore making drawings move and
animation skills
Develop dexterity skills

Discover Dulwich street art visit the local area
and consider its impact on the urban
landscape

Introduce children to the concept of
font design

Create large scale drawings and use them to
create how class orchestra collage
Combine art and music to create a collage
Select and use appropriate materials for large
scale collage

Use split pins to bring drawings to life

Printmaking
Explore and develop typography skills

Create an animal orchestra using music as a
stimulus

3D and Sculpture
Explore, discover and invent ways for 2d to
transform into 3d sculpture

Use individual creations for a whole class art
piece
3D and Sculpture
Create and Display
Use typography skills to create 3d visualisation
maps (British Isles/prehistoric world)

Use 2d artwork to create 3d work
Combine drawing and making
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Explore how font type can change the
way words are presented, and how we
can take inspiration from many
different sources to invent something
new
Use typography to create prints (wax
rubbings, relief prints)

Plan, select and use materials to create
sculptures
Explore and use Mod-Roc as a material
Select appropriate materials to complete a
sculpture
Introduce using relief in clay
Explore looking, drawing and making skills
Create texture and colour by mark making
and transforming paper into a sculptural
flower

YR3
Design and
Technology

Bread Based Product (from different
cultures)
Plan the main stages of a recipe, listing
ingredients, utensils and equipment

Use paper and wires to create 3d flowers
Make a Shell Structure (Pre-Historic home)
Use research to inform the design criteria for a
Stone Age home suitable to the context of an
era

Levers and Linkages
(Make a Shadoof-Ancient Egypt)
Evaluate existing structures that will inform
their own

Select and use appropriate utensils
and equipment to prepare and
combine ingredients

Investigate the construction of existing
structures and evaluate their own design
against the design criteria

Generate realistic ideas and their own design
criteria through discussion, focusing on the
needs of the user

Select from a range of ingredients to
make appropriate food products,
thinking about sensory characteristics

Use existing designs to inform own and
communicate ideas through discussion,
annotated sketches, cross-sectional diagrams
and computer aided design (word.doc with
shape manipulation)

Order the main stages of making

Compare designs and understand the
necessary features of a suitable structure
(considering locational aspects;
indoors/outdoor, speed of accessibility,
strength and space)

Select from and use finishing techniques
suitable for the product they are creating.

Carry out sensory evaluations of a
variety of ingredients and products.
Record the evaluations using e.g.
tables and simple graphs
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Select from and use appropriate tools with
some accuracy to cut, shape and join paper
and card

Evaluate their own products and ideas
against criteria and user needs, as they

YR3
PSHE
Jigsaw

YR3
Mindfulness

Evaluate the ongoing work and the
final product with reference to the
design criteria and the views of others
Being Me In My
Celebrating
World
Difference
Recognise selfIdentify similarities
worth and
and differences in
identify positive
families
things about
themselves
Learn strategies for
calming themselves
Learn to face
down
challenges with
positivity
Revisit the topic of
bullying and discuss
Discuss the
problem-solving
importance of
techniques in
rules, rights and
bullying situations
responsibilities
Talk about giving
and receiving
compliments and
feelings associated
with it

Introducing
Brain Breaks
Introduction to
the core
practice of
deep breathing

Getting Focussed
How our brain
works
Mindful awareness
Focussed
awareness
Mindful listening
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Dreams and Goals
Identify dreams and
ambitions and discuss
how it will feel when
they achieve them
Discuss challenges
and identifying own
strategies for
overcoming these
Reflect on their
progress and
successes and identify
what they could
improve on for next
time

Sharpening Your
Senses
Mindful seeing
Mindful tasting
Mindful smelling

Healthy Me
Discuss the
importance of
exercise and how it
helps to keep the
body healthy
Talk about the
functions of the
heart and lungs
Understand what
calories, fat and
sugar is and how it
can affect health
Talk about different
types of drugs and
how there are ones
to take to make us
feel better when we
are unwell
Discuss things, places
and people that are
dangerous
It’s All About Attitude
Mindful movement
Perspective taking

Use skills and techniques to measure, mark
out, cut, join and finish.
Relationships
Changing Me
Revisit family
Learn that females
relationships and
carry babies in nature.
identify different
roles and
Learn that puberty
expectations within
and body changes is
the family home
a natural part of
growing up
Discuss why
stereotypes can be
Children to discuss
unfair
how they feel about
puberty and who to
Revisit the ‘solve-it’
speak to if anything Is
technique for
worrying them
negotiating conflict
situations
Understand rules for
staying safe online
Learn that we are
part of a global
community and to
revisit children’s
universal rights
Taking Action
Mindfully
Choosing optimism

Expressing Gratitude
Performing acts of
kindness

Appreciating happy
experiences
Expressing gratitude

Taking mindful action
in the world

YR3
RE

How do Jews
celebrate?
Exaplin what
forgiveness
means and how
it is shown during
Rosh Hashanah

Signs, symbols and
sayings
Identify the symbols
of the 6 major
religions and give
ideas to their
meanings

Identify own
feelings related
to the topic of a
Sukkah and
Sukkot and
compare them
to the feelings of
others

Explain why
Muslims use
symbols at the
mosque and how
this helps them in
everyday life

Explain why and
how Jewish
people use
religious
artefacts
Explain why the
Torah is a sacred
book for Jewish
people
Identify some
important
symbols found at
a synagogue
and connect
these symbols to
Jewish beliefs

Write a short story
based on one of
the 3 symbols from
a Christian story,
showing how this
symbol is important
to Christians
Discuss why the
cross is important to
a number of
different Christians
and show these
ideas in a cross
design
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How are symbols and sayings important in religion?
What is special
Why is Holi important?
Sikh beliefs
about light?
Write about important
Explain what the
Explain the
similarities in stories
Khanda symbol
meaning of Diwali
about goodies and
means to Sikhs
and how Hindu’s
baddies and compare
celebrate it
your ideas about them Describe why Sikh
with others
symbols are
Explain similarities
important
and differences
Retell the story of Holi
between Diwali
Describe what a
celebrated by Sikhs Use role play to show
believer might learn
and by Hindus
what a Hindu might
from Sikh sayings
learn about God from
Consider why light is celebrating Holi
Use the guidance
an important
offered in the Guru
symbol to more
Write a story about
Granth Sahib and
than one Christian
good and bad
apply it to situations
person, explaining
characters, where
today for Sikhs and in
their similar and
there is a moral lesson
your own life
different ideas
learnt by more than
one character
Show
understanding of
the festival of
Hanukkah through
art
Explain the
meaning of
different objects
used during
Hanukkah and why
they are used

Religious stories
Consider how Jesus
and Buddha make
people stop and
think?
Describe what a
believer might learn
from the story of the
Pharisee and the tax
collector
Explain how the
meaning of a parable
can be applied to the
life of different
Christians

YR3
Music
Specialist
teacher

Storms
Composing
Sing songs that
develop vocal
range
Begin to read
pitch notation
Sing repertoire to
include rounds
and partner
songs with
confidence
Learn about
phrase and
structure in
simple songs
Write down and
record rhythmic
patterns

Xylophone
Reading Rhythm
Representation and
Solfa Songs for
performance
Sing a wide range
of world songs,
kodaly repertoire,
rhymes
Develop hand and
stick drum
technique and
beater technique
for tuned
percussion
Awareness of
devices in music ostinato drone
alberti, chords,
scales, arpeggios

Learn tuned
percussion
technique
Read and
create graphic
scores
Compose in
groups using a
range of sound
effects
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Zambezi Tales
Classical roadshow
Prepare for a
concert with an
orchestra
Sing a variety of
songs from shows,
popular songs with
phrasing, dynamics
2 part rounds and
partner songs
Refine ability to talk
about music
To notice specific
instruments and to
describe with
increased musical
vocabulary and
awareness
beginning to
recognise tonality major minor
pentatonic ,

Picture This
Singing games and
rhythm reading
Read and record on
grid scores
Sing and play to
practise maintaining
accurate pulse
Learn to read stick
rhythm notation
(quavers, semi quavers,
minim, semi breve),
grid notation
Use the solfa hand
signs and symbols with
confidence
Show awareness of
music devices and
structure in music,
ostinato ABA ABACA
drone alberti, chords,
scales, arpeggios

Brazilian Percussion Project
Learn Brazilian rhythms
Sing songs in Portuguese, linking with stories
and Brazilain music history
Create rhythm patterns with increasing
complexity, syncopation
Play rhythm pieces that develop hand and
stick drum technique
Beater technique for tuned percussion
Creating pieces using a range of sound
effects, rhythm, melodic motifs and pulse

Talk about music

YR3
Spanish
Specialist
teacher
YR3
PE
Coach
Class
Teacher

Notice specific
instruments
Spanish
alphabet and
greetings

Saying the date in
Spanish (reviewing
birthdays, days of
the weeks and
months)

Parts of the body

Guess who,
physical descriptions

Classroom objects
and learning how to
ask for basic things in
Spanish

Our school
(Vocabulary and
expressions about
school)

Football

Dance

Gymnastics Circuit

Basketball

PB Athletics

Cricket

Invasion Games

Gymnastics

Invasion Games:
Passing and moving
with hands

Athletics

Swimming

Dribbling and
passing with feet
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Net Games throwing
and hitting a ball
with your hands and
racket

Swimming

Multi-skills

Dog Kennel Hill Primary School Year Group 4 Curriculum Overview 2020- 2021
Reading
Secure decoding of unfamiliar words
Read for a range of purposes
Retell some stories orally
Discuss words & phrases that capture the imagination
Identify themes & conventions
Retrieve & record information
Make inferences & justify predictions
Recognise a variety of forms of poetry Identify &
summarise ideas
Number/Calculations
Know all tables to 12 x 12 S
Secure place value to 1000
Use negative whole numbers
Round numbers to nearest 10, 100 or 1000
Use Roman numerals to 100 (C)
Column addition & subtraction up to 4 digits
Multiply & divide mentally Use standard short
multiplication

YR4
Topic

YR4
Trips

Autumn 1
Transition Unit
Here we are
Oliver Jeffers
Weather
Polar ExplorersNational Maritime
MuseumDulwich College

YR4
Events and
Festivities

Jeans for Genes
Day
MacMillan

Writing
Correctly spell common homophones
Increase regularity of handwriting
Plan writing based on familiar forms
Organise writing into paragraphs
Use simple organisational devices
Proof-read for spelling & punctuation errors Evaluate own
and others’ writing Read own writing aloud

Geometry and Measures
Compare 2-d shapes, including quadrilaterals & triangles
Find area by counting squares
Calculate rectangle perimeters
Estimate & calculate measures Identify acute, obtuse &
right angles Identify symmetry
Use first quadrant coordinates Introduce simple
translations

Grammar
Use wider range of conjunctions
Use perfect tense appropriately
Select pronouns and nouns for clarity
Use & punctuate direct speech
Use commas after front adverbials
Speaking and Listening
Articulate & justify opinions
Speak audibly in Standard English Gain, maintain &
monitor interest of listeners
Fractions
Recognise tenths & hundredths
Identify equivalent fractions
Add & subtract fractions with common denominators
Recognise common equivalents
Round decimals to whole numbers Solve money
problems
Data
Use bar charts, pictograms & line graphs

Autumn 2
Roman Britain

Spring 1
Romans

Spring 2
Rivers

Summer 1
Anglo-Saxons

Summer 2
Contracting Localities

Lullingstone Roman
Villa Date TBC
Museum of
London- Roman
London Alive
Drama
KS1 Production

Romulas and
Remus

Creekside
Discovery CentreRivers Trip-

British MuseumSutton Hoo Headline
Workshop
Battersea Park

Jewish Museum and
Synagogue

New Year

World Book Day

KS1 SATs

Summer Fair

Christmas Fair &
Christmas

World Autism
Awareness Day

Easter

KS2 SATs

Year 6 production
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Coffee Morning

Eid Al Fitr
Children in Need

Rosh Hashanah
Diwali
Harvest Festival
World Mental Health
Day
YR4
READING

Diversity Month
Trapped by the
ice!

Anti-Bullying Week

The Iron Man
Ted Hughes

Michael McCurdy

The Iron Woman

Shackleton’s
Journey

Ted Hughes

The Lion, the
Witch and the
Wardrobe

The Firework
Maker’s Daughter

The wonder
Garden

Philip Pullman

Jenny
Broom

CS Lewis

Krindlekrax
Philip Ridley

William Grill

Avoid joining
Shackleton's
polar expedition
Jen Green

Poetry by heart
Macavity-the
mystery cat
T.S. Eliot

The Iron man
(introduction)
BBC Poetry

Clever Trevor

The Magic Box

The Tyger

Please Mrs Butler

Benjamin
Zephaniah

Kit Wright

William Blake

Allan Ahlberg

My mother saw a
Dancing Bear

Ted Hughes

Charles Causley

I’m a parrot
Grace Nichols

YR4
WRITING

Arctic Explorers –
Henson, Peary and
Shackleton
Informal Letter
Formal Letter

Egyptians
(Non-fiction
books)

Romulus and
Remus

The Giving
Tree

Roman Myth

Shel Silverstein

Report about
the River Nile
Nonchronological

Narrative retelling

Published group
play scripts
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Create own version
of myth using film

Individual plays

Zoo

Krindlekrax

Anthony Brown

Philip Ridley

Diary entry

Character
descriptions

Write Additional
scene into a play perform and record

Diary in role

Eyewitness Report

Report

Non-chronological
Report

Instructions
(How to
mummify a
body)

Persuasive writing
Diary Writing

and drama as
stimulus
Narrative retelling
using story board
for a retelling of a
different version

Myths and
Legends
Egyptian Fairytale (based on
Rapunzel)

performed as a
shadow theatre
for different
audiences

Persuasive leaflet

Setting description
Obituary

Persuasive letter
Suspense, flashback
Post card

Extended write as
new story written
as a narrative

Report
Poster/TV/radio
advert

Diary (in role)

YR4
MATHS
White Rose

Place Value
Addition and
subtraction

Simple
Newspaper
report
Length and
perimeter
Multiplication and
division

Multiplication and
division

Fractions

Decimals

Statistics

Decimals

Money

Geometry: Property of
shape

Measurement: Area
Time
Fractions

YR4
Science
Kent
Scheme

Biology: Animals
including humans
Describe the simple
functions of the
basic parts of the
digestive system in
humans
Identify the different
types of teeth in

Physics: Electricity
Identify common
appliances that run
on electricity
Construct a simple
series electrical
circuit, identifying
and naming its
basic parts,
including cells,
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Chemistry:
States of Matter
Compare and
group materials
together,
according to
whether they are
solids, liquids or
gases

Physics:
Sound
Identify how
sounds are made,
associating some
of them with
something
vibrating
Recognise that
vibrations from

Biology: All living
things
Recognise that
living things can be
grouped in a variety
of ways
Explore and use
classification keys to
help group, identify
and name a variety

Geometry: Position
and direction
Revision of units

humans and their
simple functions
Construct and
interpret a variety of
food chains,
identifying
producers, predators
and prey

wires, bulbs,
switches and
buzzers
Identify whether or
not a lamp will light
in a simple series
circuit, based on
whether or not the
lamp is part of a
complete loop with
a battery
Recognise that a
switch opens and
closes a circuit and
associate this with
whether or not a
lamp lights in a
simple series circuit

YR4
Computing
Rising Stars

We are Software
Developers
Develop an
educational
computer game
using selection
and repetition

Recognise some
common
conductors and
insulators, and
associate metals
with being good
conductors
We are Toy
Designers
Design and make
an on-screen
prototype of a
computercontrolled toy
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Observe that some
materials change
state when they
are heated or
cooled, and
measure or
research the
temperature at
which this happens
in degrees Celsius
(°C)
Identify the part
played by
evaporation and
condensation in
the water cycle
and associate the
rate of evaporation
with temperature

We are Musicians
Use one or more
programs to edit
music
Create and
develop a musical
composition,

sounds travel
through a medium
to the ear

of living things in
their local and wider
environment

Find patterns
between the pitch
of a sound and
features of the
object that
produced it

Recognise that
environments can
change and that
this can sometimes
pose dangers to
living things

Find patterns
between the
volume of a sound
and the strength
of the vibrations
that produced it
Recognise that
sounds get fainter
as the distance
from the sound
source increases.

We are HTML
Editors
Understand some
technical aspects
of how the
internet makes the
web possible

We are CoAuthors
Understand the
conventions for
collaborative
online work,
particularly in
wikis

We are
Meteorologists
Understand
different
measurement
techniques for
weather, both
analogue and

Understand and
use variables
Start to debug
computer
programs
Recognise the
importance of
user interface
design, including
consideration of
input and output

Understand
different forms of
input and output
(such as sensors,
switches, motors,
lights and speakers)
Design, write and
debug the control
and monitoring
program for their
toy

refining ideas
through reflection
and discussion
Develop
collaboration skills
Develop an
awareness of how
their composition
Can enhance work
in other media

Use HTML tags for
elementary mark
up
Use hyperlinks to
connect ideas
and sources
Code up a simple
web page with
useful content
Understand some
of the risks in using
the web.

Be aware of their
responsibilities
when editing
other people’s
work

digital
Use computerbased data logging
to automate the
recording of some
weather data

Become familiar
with Wikipedia,
including
potential
problems
associated with
its use

Use spreadsheets to
create charts
analyse data,
explore
inconsistencies in
data and make
predictions

Practise research
skills

Practise using
presentation
software and,
optionally, video

write for a target
audience using a
wiki tool
Develop
collaboration
skills

YR4
History

British Local and
World History
Roman Empire &
impact on Britain
Julius Caesar’s
attempted invasion Roman Empire &

Roman Empire &
impact on Britain
Use evidence to
build up a picture
of life in a period of
history
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Develop
Proofreading skills
Knowledge and
understanding of
British, local and
world history
Anglo Saxons and
Scots

successful invasion British resistance, e.g.
Boudicca Romanisation of
Britain

Look at the events
of 'Boudicca's
Rebellion' from
different
perspectives

Understand where
the Roman Empire
began

Look at the impact
of Roman music,
technology and
beliefs in Britain

Use research skills to
find out about Julius
Caesar
Use research skills to
find out what a
Roman Soldier wore
and why
Establish a
chronological
understanding of the
Roman Invasion of
Britain

Explore Roman
mosaics and
create a mosaic
Research facts
about Roman
Roads and find out
where they were
built
Discover and use
facts about Roman
Gods

Understand the size
and structure of
Hadrian’s Wall as it
was when it was first
built

Use maps of Great
Britain and Europe
and annotate
where the AngloSaxons and Scots
invaders came
from/to
Understand how,
when and why the
Anglo-Saxons and
Scots invaded
Britain
Label maps of
Great Britain
showing the AngloSaxon kingdoms
and add any other
additional facts,
such as AngloSaxon place names
and the names of
some kings
Look at artefacts to
discover what life
was like in Anglo
Saxon Britain
Investigate AngloSaxon runes and
what the different
symbols represent
Retell the legend of
King Arthur
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YR4
Geography

Locational
Knowledge/
Geographical Skills
Weather around
the world
Describe &
understand climate
Identify continents
Locate countries on
a world map
Find out about
some of the key
geographical
features of each
continent
Locate major
capital cities of the
world
Use a variety of
sources to identify
human and
physical features in
a particular country
Find similarities and
differences
between different
countries

YR4

Drawing
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Painting

Human and
Physical
Geography/
Geographical
skills and
Fieldwork
Rivers

Place Knowledge/
Human and Physical
Geography/
Geography Skills and
Fieldwork
Contrasting Localities
within UK

Describe &
understand
climate, rivers,
water cycle,
settlements, trade
links, etc

Describe the main
features of a well
known city/village
Describe the main
physical differences
between cities and
villages

Explain what a
river is
Describe how
rivers are used

Use appropriate
symbols to represent
different physical
features on a map

Describe the
features of a river
Explain how rivers
are affected by
humans

Explain how a locality
has changed over
time with reference to
human features

Identify the
impact of flooding

Find different views
about an
environmental issue

Research facts
about the world’s
longest rivers

Explain the differences
between the British
Isles, Great Britain and
UK
Collage

Art & Design

Experiment with different drawing materials
(Indian inks, drawing pens, chunky
graphite, biros, charcoal (compressed and
willow) as a marking tool
Use a famous poem (Jabberwocky) as an
inspiration for developing of drawing skills
with atmosphere and movement
Explore experimental and elemental
drawing
Explore black and white illustrations of
dragons and mythical creatures

Explore, primary, secondary, tertiary and
complementary colours

Appreciate of art history through studying a
famous 16th Century painting

Explore how to select realistic colours to
make paintings believable and how to
use unrealistic colours to create dreamy
and imaginative paintings

Explore scale, composition, layering and
cropping

Create two tone paintings using
complementary colours

Develop a narrative through Symbols

Create a group composition

Use Matisse artwork to paint with scissors
Use of colour in the work of Frank
Bowling and Jacob Laurence

To print from collage compositions

Learn how use of materials can be used to
suggest movement and atmosphere
Develop still life drawing skills
Combine mark making and colour
Printmaking
Think about printing techniques and the
importance that mosaics had on Roman
life
Develop their technique (of printing)
including their control and use of materials
(printing block, roller and tray).
Perfect the technique of printing individual
small squares and review progress,
analysing style and technique.

3D and Sculpture
Make sculpture in response to an object
Make choices about their models and
how to develop a sculpture further
To explore clay as a short time
construction create a series of clay
sketches
Drawing and image transfer onto
foamboard
Use Scraffito technique– scratching into
wax over washes of ink
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3D and Sculpture
Create and Display
Explore modelling materials such as Modroc,
clay and plasticine in an open-ended
manner, to discover what they might do
Complete their 3D sculptures and evaluate
their work
Improve their work and use precise
vocabulary to describe the processes used
to complete their sculpture

Gather resources to create 3d models of
nests
Children gather resources by instinct (like
a magpie)
Consider how to make their models
strong and adjust accordingly
Develop Mod-Roc as a medium and
sculptural thinking
Connect ideas in art to
ecological/environmental issues

YR4
Design and
Technology

Textiles: Making a fastening wallet/purse
Design and make a functional purse or
wallet with a fastening
Use research into the features of an
appealing functional purse/wallet to
inform design criteria
Select and use a range of tools to perform
practical tasks; stitching and sewing
(joining), cutting and systematically work
through phases of a design
Investigate the effect of different stitches in
joining seams and how they contribute to
the overall effectiveness and durability of
the product
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An early introduction to art installation
Create a Pop-Up café
(Food Technology)
Learn that Particular dishes are
associated with different cultures and
places
Understand that some ingredients are
easier to grow in some parts of the world
than in others
Make, decorate and present the food
product appropriately for the intended
user and purpose
Carry out sensory evaluations of a range
of relevant products and ingredients.
Record the evaluations using e.g.
tables/graphs/charts such as star
diagrams

Mechanical Systems (Pneumatics)
Investigate, analyse and evaluate familiar
objects that use air to make them work e.g.
bicycle pump, balloon, inflatable swimming
aids, foot pump for inflating an air bed. What
does the air do? How has it been used in the
design of these products? How can air be
used to move heavy objects?
Construct a simple pneumatic system by
joining a balloon to 5mm tubing and then to
a washing-up liquid bottle. What happens to
the air when you squeeze the bottle? What
happens when you let go? Can you lift a soft
toy or a note pad using a balloon?
Generate realistic and appropriate ideas
and their own design criteria through
discussion, focusing on the needs of the user

Order the main stages of making
Evaluate the final product with
reference back to the design brief and
design specification, taking into
account the views of others when
identifying improvements
Understand how key chefs have
influenced eating habits to promote
varied and healthy diets

YR4
PSHE
Jigsaw

Being Me In My
World
Understand what it
means to be in a
team
Talk about attitudes,
actions and effects
on whole class
Discuss democracy
and the different
roles people can
have to make
collective decisions
and deal with
conflict

Celebrating
Difference
Discuss how
influences can
affect how we
judge a person or
situation

Dreams and Goals
Children talk about
hopes and dreams

Discuss bullying,
online bullying and
what to do if they
suspect it is taking
place

Identify group work
and overcoming
challenges
together as a class

Understand and
discuss the pressures
of being a witness
Recognise own
uniqueness and
what is special
about themselves
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Discuss how it feels
when faced with
disappointment

Reflect on their
successes and the
feelings associated
with overcoming a
challenge

Healthy Me
Look at friendship
groups that they
are a part of, how
they are formed,
leaders and
followers
Reflect on their
friendships and
how different
people can make
them feel
Explore smoking
and alcohol and
its effects on
health
Discuss peer
pressure and how
to deal with it

Select from and use appropriate tools with
some accuracy to cut and join materials and
components such as tubing, syringes and
balloons
Investigate and analyse books, videos and
products with pneumatic mechanisms
Evaluate their own products and ideas
against criteria and user needs, as they
design and make
Relationships
Changing Me
Explore the
Revisit bodily changes
emotional aspects
and look at
of relationships,
vocabulary around
friendships
menstruation
Identify the
emotions
associated with
relationship
changes and
strategies for coping
with change

Learn about sanitary
health

Learn that
sometimes
relationships can
end and that they
can be amicable

Identify feelings
associated with
change and how to
manage these

Understand that
babies are formed by
the joining of an ovum
and sperm

YR4
Mindfulness

Introducing Brain
Breaks
Introduction to the
core practice of
deep breathing

Getting Focussed
How our brain works
Mindful awareness
Focussed
awareness
Mindful listening

Sharpening Your
Senses
Mindful seeing
Mindful tasting
Mindful smelling

It’s All About
Attitude
Mindful movement
Perspective taking

Hinduism
Describe different
Hindu
gods/goddesses
explaining their
symbols and why a
Hindus would look
after them so
carefully

Religions in our
Neighbourhood
Consider why a
person attend a
place of worship
and what are the
benefits of going?

What makes me
the person I am?
Compare two
different religious
teachings/beliefs
and explain how
they are similar and
different to each
other

Why is Easter
important?
Discuss Easter
symbols that are
important to
Christians and
make
connections
between them

Appreciating happy
experiences
Expressing gratitude
Investigating the relationship between religion and our neighbourhood
What is special to me and the people in my community?

YR4
RE

Explain differences
within Hindu worship
at home between
different Hindu
groups
Explain why Hindus
picture gods in
different symbolic
ways
Use the right religious
words to describe
Hindu rituals and
describe some of the
different ways in
which Hindus show

Taking Action
Mindfully
Choosing optimism

Outline similarities
and differences
between different
places of worship in
your
neighbourhood
Describe similarities
and difficulties for
religious people
Express through
art/drama/film or
design what is
important in
religious practices
in Southwark
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Make connections
between religious
teachings and the
lives of followers
Use religious
vocabulary to
describe some of
the different ways
in which people
show their beliefs
through using a
special object
Recount the life of
St Francis of Assisi

Explain why Palm
Sunday is
remembered by
Christians and link
what takes place
to events from the
Bible
Describe
similarities and
differences for
Christians
celebrating the
last supper
Explain reasons for

Why do some
people get
married?
Record what
important actions
take place in a
Hindu wedding
ceremony
Understand the
symbolism of the
seven steps in a
Hindu wedding
Explore and record
what happens in a
Muslim wedding
and explain why
Write a wedding
contract
Discuss the
advantages and
disadvantages of
arranged marriages

Expressing Gratitude
Performing acts of
kindness
Taking mindful action
in the world

Why is The Bible
important to
Christians?
Consider reasons why
holy books are special
to people
Retell the story of
Joseph
Identify the impact of
the Bible on Christians;
what difference does
it make to their lives?
Make links between
some of the themes of
the stories (e.g.
choice & innocence,
obedience & safety,
jealousy & trust) and
make links to own
experiences

their beliefs
Express through
drama/poetry or
discussion what you
can to help the
local community

YR4
Music
Specialist
teacher

Recorder lessons
Singing Project/
Orchestra
Children will sing with
increased tuning
and confidence in
head voice and
chest voice
Develop control of
dynamics and
phrasing
Sing 2 parts
confidently

YR4
Spanish
Specialist
teacher
YR4
PE
Coach

Recorders/Xmas
Performance
Develop specific
instrument playing
techniques
(recorders, Brass)
Learning practise
techniques
Read rhythm and
simplified pitch
notation
demonstrating high
and low

River composition
project
Graphic scores that
include elements of
pitch, rhythm meter
Creating structured
compositions
inspired by starting
points in relation to
texture, pitch,
rhythm, structure,
timbre

The weather

The four seasons

Numbers up to 100.

Football

Dance

Gymnastics Circuit
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the differences
between different
churches in how
they celebrate
the last supper
Explain why Easter
is special for
Christians with
reasons.
Dungeons and
dragons
Pentatonic scale
Appraise and
comment on
each other’s work
Begin to identify
musical genres
and styles in
listening and
comment on
significant
features using
simple 16 bar song
structure to
compose tunes
The family, taking
about your family
and creating
sentences
Basketball

Steel Pan
Harmony, bass and tune secure from semi
breve to semi quaver - syncopation off beat
to respond to listening with thoughts of
feelings and emotions bass, tune, harmony
YR3 structure and devices secure

Wild animals and
animal descriptions
(spanish adjectives)

Verb Gustar (to like)
applying it to previous
topics.

PB Athletics

Cricket

Class
Teacher

Invasion Games

Floor Gymnastics

Swimming
Bench ball

Swimming
Athletics

Tennis

Rounders

Dog Kennel Hill Primary School Year Group 5 Curriculum Overview 2020- 2021
Reading
Apply knowledge of morphology and etymology when
reading new words Read and discuss a broad range of
genres and texts Identify and discuss themes Make
recommendations to others Learn poetry by heart Draw
inferences and make predictions Discuss author’s use of
language Retrieve and present information from nonfiction texts Formal presentations and debates

Writing
Secure spellings including homophones, prefixes, silent
letters, etc Use a thesaurus Develop legible fluent
handwriting Plan writing to suit audience and purpose
Develop character, setting and atmosphere in narrative
Use organisational and presentational features Use
consistent appropriate tense Proof reading own writing
Perform own compositions

Number/Calculations
Secure place value to 1,000,000 Use negative whole
numbers in context Use Roman numerals to 1000 (M) Use
standard written methods for all four operations
Confidently add and subtract mentally Use vocabulary
of prime, factor and multiple Multiply and divide by
powers of 10 Use square and cube numbers

Geometry and Measures
Convert between different units Calculate perimeter of
composite shapes and area of rectangle Estimate
volume and capacity Identify 3D shapes Measure and
identify angles Understand regular polygons Reflect and
translate shapes

YR5 Topic

Autumn 1
Transition Unit
Here we are
Oliver Jeffers
Vikings
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Autumn 2
Victorians

Spring 1
Rainforests

Spring 2
Space Race

Grammar
Use expanded noun phrases Use modal and passive
verbs Use relative clauses Use commas for clauses Use
brackets, dashes and commas for parenthesis
Speaking and Listening
Give well-structured explanations Have a command of
Standard English Consider and evaluate different
viewpoints Use appropriate register
Fractions
Compare and order fractions Add and subtract fractions
with common denominators Multiply fractions by units
Write decimals as fractions Order and round decimal
numbers Link percentages to fractions
Data
Interpret tables and line graphs Solve questions about
line graphs

Summer 1
Ancient Greece

Summer 2
The Mayans

YR5
Trips

Unicorn Theatre:
Beowulf

Victorian
Workshop

WOW day

WOW day

Kew Gardens
WOW day

London Central
Visit local
mosque

Ancient Greek
Workshop

The Maya Experience
at Cadbury World

WOW day
Science
Museum: Space
Day

YR5
Events and
Festivities

Jeans for
Genes Day
MacMillan
Coffee
Morning
Rosh
Hashanah
Harvest
Festival

KS1 Production

New Year

World Book Day

KS1 SATs

Summer Fair

Christmas Fair &
Christmas

World Autism
Awareness Day

Easter

KS2 SATs

Year 6 production
Eid Al Fitr

Children in Need
Diwali
Anti-Bullying
Week

World Mental
Health Day
YR5
READING

Diversity Month
Beowulf

Street Child

Mr Stink

Skellig

Michael Morpurgo
Kevin CrossleyHolland

Berlie Doherty

David Walliams

David Almond

Heroes and
Heroines in Myths
and Legends

BBC School Radio

Percy Jackson and
the Lightning Thief

Kensuke’s Kingdom
Michael Morpurgo

Rick Riordan

A Christmas
Carol

Poetry by heart
Beowulf
Michael Morpurgo
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London by
William Blake

The Book

The Jaberwocky

Michael Rosen

Lewis Carol

The Walrus and the
Carpenter

Rules
Brian Pattern

Lewis Caroll

In the Bleak
Midwinter

Boneyard Rap Wes
McGee

Christina Rossetti

YR5
WRITING

Beowulf

Street Child

Little Match Girl

The Lost Thing -

Michael Morpurgo
Kevin CrossleyHolland

Berlie Doherty

Hans Christian
Anderson

Sean Tan

Character
descriptions

Charles Dickens

Play scripts
Study of a
significant text
/author

YR5
MATHS
White Rose

Place Value
Addition and
subtraction
Statistics

YR5
Science
Kent Scheme

Physics: Earth and
Space
The Solar System,
Seasons, Ptolemy,
Alhazan,
Copernicus
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A Christmas
Carol

Diary Entries
Character
Descriptions

Setting
Descriptions
Modern day
retelling (The Big
Issue Seller)

Greek Myths and
Legends
Retelling of traditional
tales

Titanic
Postcard

Character description

Balanced Argument

Setting description

The Highwayman

Elements of narrative
(Effective endings)

Letter Writing
Playscripts
Multiplication
and division
Measurement:
Perimeter and
area

Physics: Forces
Effect of forces
on Movement
Introduce
gravity,
resistance &
mechanical
forces

Newspaper Writing

Alfred Noyes

First Person Narrative
Diary Entry

Multiplication and
division
Fractions

Biology: Animals
Including Humans
Human Body,
Functions of the
organs, William
Harvey
Describe changes
as humans

Fractions

Decimals

Decimals and
percentages

Geometry: Property of
shape

Biology: All
Living Things
Life cycles,
respiration Life
cycles of plants
& animals (Inc.
mammal, insect,
bird, amphibian)

Chemistry: Properties
of Materials – uses of
materials, reversible
changes
Compare and group
together everyday
materials based on

Geometry: Position
and direction
Measurement:
Converting units
Measurement:
Volume
Chemistry: Properties
of materials
/separating materials
Classify materials
according to a variety
of properties
Understand mixtures &
solutions Know about

Understand
location and
interaction of Sun,
Earth & Moon

Explain that
unsupported
objects fall
towards the
Earth because
of the force of
gravity acting
between the
Earth and the
falling object
Identify the
effects of air
resistance,
water resistance
and friction, that
act between
moving surfaces
Understand that
force and
motion can be
transferred
through
mechanical
devices such as
gears, pulleys,
levers and
springs

develop &
mature Describe
the changes as
humans develop
from birth to old
age

Explain the
differences in
the life cycles of
a mammal, an
amphibian, an
insect and a
bird
Describe the life
process of
reproduction in
some plants and
animals

evidence from
comparative and fair
tests, including their
hardness, solubility,
transparency
conductivity
(electrical and
thermal), and
response to magnets
Understand that some
materials will dissolve
in liquid to form a
solution, and describe
how to recover a
substance from a
solution
Give reasons, based
on evidence from
comparative and fair
tests, for the particular
uses of everyday
materials, including
metals, wood and
plastic
Demonstrate that
dissolving, mixing and
changes of state are
reversible changes
Explain that some
changes resulting the
formation of new
materials, and that
this kind of change is
not usually reversible,
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reversible changes;
identify irreversible
Use knowledge of
solids, liquids and
gases to decide how
mixtures might be
separated, including
through filtering,
sieving and
evaporating
Give reasons, based
on evidence from
comparative and fair
tests, for the particular
uses of everyday
materials, including
metals, wood and
plastic

YR5
Computing
Rising Stars

We are Game
Developers
Create original
artwork and sound
for a game

We are
Cryptographers
Be familiar with
semaphore and
Morse code

We are Artists
Develop an
appreciation of
the links between
geometry and art

Design and create
a computer
program for a
computer game,
which uses
sequence,
selection, repetition
and variables

Understand the
need for private
information to
be encrypted

Become familiar
with the tools and
techniques of a
vector graphics
package

Detect and correct
errors in their
computer game
Use iterative
development
techniques
(making and
testing a series of
small changes) to
improve their
game
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Encrypt and
decrypt
messages in
simple ciphers
Appreciate the
need to use
complex
passwords and
to keep them
secure
Have some
understanding
of how
encryption
works on the
web

Develop an
understanding of
turtle graphics
experiment with
the tools
available, refining
and developing
their work as they
apply their own
criteria to
evaluate it and
receive feedback
from their peers
Develop some
awareness of
computergenerated art, in
particular fractal-

We are Web
Designers
Develop their
research skills to
decide what
information is
appropriate

including changes
associated with
burning and the
action of acid on
bicarbonate of soda
We are Bloggers
Become familiar with
blogs as a medium
and a genre of writing
Create a sequence of
blog posts on a theme

Understand
some elements
of how search
engines select
and rank results

Incorporate additional
media

Question the
plausibility and
quality of
information

Develop a critical,
reflective view of a
range of media,
including text

Develop and
refine their ideas
and text
collaboratively
Develop their
understanding
of e-safety and
responsible use
of technology

Comment on the
posts of others

We are Architects
Understand the work
of architects,
designers and
engineers working in
3D
Develop familiarity
with a simple CAD
(computer aided
design) tool
Develop spatial
awareness by
exploring and
Experimenting with a
3D virtual environment
Develop greater
aesthetic awareness

YR5
History

Knowledge and
understanding of
British, local and
world history
The Vikings
Use maps of Great
Britain and Europe
and annotate
where the Viking
invaders came
from. Research
questions to be
answered
Make a model of a
Viking longship
Understand how
some kings in
Britain dealt with
the Viking invaders
Research an
aspect of how
Vikings lived and
worked
Make models of
Viking weapons
Research what
happened during
the Viking invasions
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Knowledge and
understanding
of British, local
and world
history
The Victorians
Complete
concept maps
about the
Victorians
Look at a
selection of
images showing
different aspects
of Victorian life
Study artefacts
found in the
Victorian
home/school
Look at a set of
inventionswhich ones
were invented
by the
Victorians?

based
landscapes
Knowledge and
understanding of
British, local and
world history
The Mayans
Pupils should be
taught about a
non-European
society that
provides contrasts
with British history
Discover facts
about the Maya
Civilisation
Research the
characteristics of
Mayan gods and
design own
Look at the
Mayan number
system
Research what
the Mayan
people grew and
ate
Locate the
ancient Maya

Ancient Civilisation
World History
Ancient Greece
Examine the
timeline of the
Greek civilisation
and consider
where there was
rapid change
and where there
was very little
change. Explain
why this may the
case
Compare what
was happening in
the Greek
civilisation with
what was
happening in
Britain at the same
time
Place the
chronology of key
events of the Greek
civilisation on a
timeline with a
chronology of the
history of Britain.
Where are the
overlaps?

World History
Ancient Greece
Examine Greek
artefacts (such as
vases) and use these
to make inferences
about the past
Describe how Greek
artefacts and ruins tell
us about their culture,
military, and religious
beliefs
Describe how the
Greek society has had
an impact on modern
society
Discuss the notion of
democracy compare the
democratic process
of ancient Greece
with that of modern
Britain

and know what
Viking warriors
were like
Identify and
describe Viking
artefacts.
Local History
Project on the
impact of the
Vikings in Denmark
Hill

Create a
timeline of the
inventions
Explore Victorian
crime and
punishment.
Compare their
system with ours
today

Cities on a world
map
Explore the Maya
from the drawings
of Frederick
Catherwood

Describe the ideas,
beliefs and attitudes
of all groups of people
in the Greek civilisation
Compare the
expansion of the
Greek empire with
that of the British
Empire under Queen
Victoria

Look at some
examples of the
work of designer
William Morris.
Compare and
contrast 2
different designs
Re-create a
Victorian school
day

YR5
Geography

Human and
Physical
Geography/
Place Knowledge
Rainforests
Use maps, atlases,
globes and
digital/computer
mapping to
locate countries
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Locational and Place
knowledge/Human
and Physical
Geography/
Geographical skills
Greece
Use maps, atlases,
globes to Investigate
key geographical
features of Greece

Human and Physical
Geography/
Locational and Place
knowledge
Mountains
Use a map to find
countries and their
key features

and describe
features studied
Use the 8 points of
a compass, 4 and
6-figure grid
references,
symbols and key
(including the use
of Ordnance
Survey maps) to
build their
knowledge of the
United Kingdom
and the wider
world
Explain how a
location fits into its
wider
geographical
location; with
reference to
human, physical
and economical
features
Identify why
water is such a
valuable
commodity and
why people are
attracted to live
by rivers.
Locate world’s
major rivers and
most famous
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Understand latitude,
longitude, Equator,
hemispheres, tropics,
polar circles & time
zones
Locate Greece on a
map and explain why
it is a popular
destination
Describe the
human/physical
features in a locality
Explain how the lives
of people living in
Greece would be
different from their
own

Locate key areas of
higher ground in the
UK
Describe the key
features of a
mountain range
Explain how different
types of mountains
are formed
Describe a
mountainous climate
Describe how tourism
affects mountain
regions

mountain regions
on maps

YR5
Art & Design

Drawing
Explore Scale
Develop observational skills of real
objects and then explore nib and ink
drawings
Use drawing skills to develop
understanding architecture and
design
Use natural forms (shells, pine
cones)band capture shapes and lines
to use for a building design
Draw over the top of photographs of
a chosen building (Gaudi) with
embellishments
Create a communal drawing on
fabric using real life food objects
Printmaking
Develop skills and knowledge of lino
cutting. using a famous woodblock
print for inspiration ( The Great Wave)

Locate and
name the main
countries in South
America on a
world map and
atlas
Painting
Use Klimt Adele Bloch-Bauer artwork
to develop their understanding of
layering and texture

Collage
Understand how some contemporary artists
work initially with concepts and then develop
visual work (Study the work of Chris Ofili)

Explore their use of colour and
pattern

Collect a range of materials to develop their
conceptual art idea

Make independent decisions about
proportion and composition

Understand how their practical work should
represent their concept

Understand how the colour of a
shape can change its visual weight
Understand how simple shapes and
to create compositions of shape, line
and colour

3D and Sculpture
Develop understanding and explore
paper sculptures of Robert Sweeney
Understand ancient forms of paper
papyrus (Egypt) and Amate
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3D and Sculpture
Create and Display
Develop their understanding of balance when
constructing a sculpture

Use line drawings of varying weight
and style to develop ideas for printing

(Mayans) and Japanese origami
techniques

Experiment with size and choice of materials in
order to balance an object

Gather resources to print designs

Experiment with paper folding
techniques through experiment and
play

Develop problem making skills in order to
create a model that can balance

Explore the designs of William Morris
Create own relief printing/ stamping
selecting and using appropriate
materials

Construct, manipulate and stick
paper to create 3d structures
Create shadows with 3d models

Use own patterns to create repeated
patterned prints based on William
Morris designs

YR5
Design and
Technology

Food Technology
Baking
Investigate and compare a variety of
different biscuits (from around the
world)
Design biscuits for a particular purpose
(how do you make a healthy option?)
Record evaluative data in a table to
support comparison
Carrying out and evaluate the findings
of research carried out in groups
Review, consider and suggest ways in
which a recipe could be adapted to
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Gather resources to create 3d food
using cardboard, newspapers and
adhesive materials and Mod Roc as
a medium
Create a 3d communal sculpture
artwork developing teamwork skills
Textiles:
Making Funky Furnishing
Research, analyse, design, make
and evaluate a ‘funky’ cushion
cover, using their developing
knowledge of and skills in a variety of
sewing techniques for joining and
decorating fabric
Learn about Japanese Zabutons
(cushions used for sitting on)
Select appropriate materials and
give reason for choice of material
and colour
Change design (if needed) and
evaluate their product

Structures (Bridge Making)
Know that there are many different types of
bridge: beam, arch, cable-stayed, suspension,
cantilever
Evaluate an existing bridge to inform plans and
structures
Compare the strengths of different shaped
frameworks within 2D structures
Sketch and annotate a plan of their planned
bridge
Use computer aided design and exploded
diagrams to support the design process

be made healthier (e.g. recipes
involving white flour/salt/sugar)

Write a step by step set of instructions to follow
for building their bridge, including the tools and
materials

Learn about different biscuit products
used across the globe

Evaluate different materials and their suitability
for use in a bridge
Accurately join frameworks using appropriate
and robust joins
Build a bridge following a plan accurately

YR5
PSHE
Jigsaw

Being Me In My
World
Discuss goals and
challenges they
may face for the
year ahead
Identify rights and
responsibilities as a
member of the
class, school, wider
community and
country they live in
Explore what
democracy
means, how it
benefits their
school and how
they could
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Celebrating
Difference
Explore culture
and cultural
differences
linking it to
racism and how
to be aware of
their own
feelings towards
other cultures
Revisit the topic
of bullying
Discuss rumour
spreading and
name calling
Children talk
about

Dreams and
Goals
Discuss dreams
and aspirations,
looking at jobs
people they
know do and
exploring the fact
some jobs pay
more than others
Compare
similarities and
differences
between
themselves and
someone from a
different culture

Healthy Me
Understand risks
linked to
smoking and
alcohol misuse,
and its effects
on the lungs,
liver and heart
Learn a range of
basic
emergency
procedures
(recovery
position) and
how to contact
the emergency
services
Look at how
body types are

Evaluate their completed project considering
how successful their bridge is according to the
original brief
Relationships
Changing Me
Recognise the
Revisit self-esteem and
importance of selfself/body image
esteem
Reflect on how social
Investigate and reflect media can promote
on a variety of positive unhelpful comparisons
and negative online
and social media
Revisit puberty and
contexts
learn how bodies
change in males and
Learn about the
females
SMARRT internet safety
rules and how to
Understand how
identify when
babies are conceived
something online feels and how a foetus
uncomfortable or
develops
unsafe.
Discuss what being a
teenager means with
an increase in

contribute towards
it

YR5
Mindfulness

Introducing Brain
Breaks
Introduction to the
core practice of
deep breathing

YR5
RE
How do Christians
try and follow
Jesus’ example?
Consider the
teachings from a
Bible story and
apply what is
teaching Christians
today
Talk about how
different Christians
interpret a Bible
story today
Explain how 2
different Christians
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direct/indirect
bullying and
ways to
encourage
children not to
use bullying
behaviours
Getting
Focussed
How our brain
works
Mindful
awareness
Focussed
awareness
Mindful listening

Sharpening Your
Senses
Mindful seeing
Mindful tasting
Mindful smelling

portrayed in the
media and
discuss how
eating disorders
can be linked to
negative body
image pressures
It’s All About
Attitude
Mindful
movement
Perspective
taking

freedom, rights and
responsibilities

Taking Action
Mindfully
Choosing optimism
Appreciating happy
experiences
Expressing gratitude

Investigating the relationship between beliefs and actions
How do beliefs influence action?
Christmas
Thankfulness
Inner Forces
God is everywhere
around the
Connect ideas
Explain the
Explain and link
world
from different
impact of
different viewpoints
Compare the
religions and
actions people
about belief in God
Baboushka and
explain what they decide to take
Christmas story,
share, and the
because of
Explain and link
considering
impact on the
temptation and
different viewpoints
what meanings
lives of followers
explain how the from Muslims and
Bible teaches
Christians about what
they share
Investigate and
Christians to
God is like and explain
Compare what
explain why
overcome these the impact of living by
Christians do at
religious and
the 99 names of Allah
advent in more
world views
Explain why
for a Muslims
than one
matter to people
Adam and Eve
church
disobeyed God
Describe the impact
Recount what
of believing in one
Compare and
different religions
god in many forms for
contrast

Learn the importance
of looking after
themselves physically
and mentally
Expressing Gratitude
Performing acts of
kindness
Taking mindful action
in the world

Why is Mohammed
and The Quran
important?
Explain why
Muhammad is
thought to be a
prophet
Explain the impact of
the Shahada on
Muhammad’s life and
for a Muslim person
today
Describe why the
Qur’an is important to
Muslim people and

would seek to put
Jesus’ example
into practice in
their own lives

different
Christmas
traditions from
different cultures

To consider the
example set by
Jesus to follow,

Say how two
Christians
celebrate
Epiphany in
different ways

teach about
thankfulness
Create a
colourful and
interesting mobile,
displaying
thoughts on
thankfulness

Explain the
impact of the
story of Jonah
on different
religious groups
connecting
ideas shared
between
different
religions
Recount the
positive forces in
your own life

YR5
Music

African Percussion Project
Rhythm, Songs and culture developing
specific instrument playing techniques
(ukelele, recorders, steel pans,
djembe, stick drums, Brass, steel pans)
Learn practise techniques
Create structured compositions
inspired by starting points in relation to
texture, pitch, rhythm, structure, timbre
Listen - appraising and commenting
on each other’s work
Begin to identify musical genres and
styles in listening and comment on
significant features
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Orchestra/theatre visit/gamelan
project /jazz project /steel pans
listening - appraising
Comment on each other’s work
Begin to identify musical genres and
styles in listening and comment on
significant features
To respond to listening with thoughts
of feelings and emotion graphic
scores, grid notation, simple pitch
levels time signature, simple rhythm
notation, structure maps using AB,
repeat symbols, bass, tune, harmony
Secure YR3 structure and devices
using simple 16 bar song structure to
compose tunes

a Hindus
Explain and link
different viewpoints
from Sikhs about what
God is like
Recognise the impact
of believing in God for
a Christian person

what different things it
teaches Muslims to
believe
Provide examples
from the Qur’an and
Hadith of how
Muhammad’s
teachings and actions
affect Muslim people
today

Compare and
contrast practices
between a Muslim
and your own life
Southwark Splash Project
Prepare a public performance with SMS
Sing a broad repertoire with increased tuning
and confidence in head voice and chest
voice
Work at developing control of dynamics and
phrasing
Sing in 2 parts confidently
Identify musical genres and styles in listening

To respond to listening with thoughts of
feelings and emotions
Complex rhythm blocks of 12 beats

YR5
Spanish
Specialist
teacher
YR5
PE
Coach
Teacher

Compound time - body percussion
focus
Means of transport
Numbers up to
1000

Football

Dance

Invasion Games:
Attack vs
Defence/Football/
Tag Rugby

Gymnastics
Circuit
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Colours matching
gender
(masculine and
feminine words)
Gymnastics
Circuit

Food and drinks

Spanish speaking
countries and spanish
language unit

Introduction to
Spanish verbs. Daily
routines

Basketball

PB athletics

Cricket

Invasion games
Hockey

Athletics

Net Games: Mini
Volleyball & Tennis

Striking Games:
Rounders

Dog Kennel Hill Primary School Year Group 6 Curriculum Overview 2020- 2021
Reading
Read a broad range of genres
Recommend books to others
Make comparisons within/across books Support
inferences with evidence
Summarising key points from texts
Identify how language, structure, etc. contribute to
meaning
Discuss use of language, inc. figurative
Discuss & explain reading, providing reasoned
justifications for views

Writing
Use knowledge of morphology & etymology in spelling
Develop legible personal handwriting style
Plan writing to suit audience & purpose; use models of
writing
Develop character & setting in narrative
Select grammar & vocabulary for effect
Use a wide range of cohesive devices
Ensure grammatical consistency

Number/Calculations
Number/Calculation Secure place value & rounding to
10,000,000, including negatives All written methods,
including long division Use order of operations (not
indices) Identify factors, multiples & primes Solve multistep number problems
Algebra Introduce simple use of unknowns

Geometry and Measures
Confidently use a range of measures & conversions
Calculate area of triangles / parallelograms
Use area & volume formulas
Classify shapes by properties
Know and use angle rules
Translate & reflect shapes, using all four quadrants

YR6
Topic

YR6
Trips

Autumn 1
Transition Unit
Here we are
Oliver Jeffers
Personal
Journeys
National Portrait
Museum

Grammar
Use appropriate register/ style
Use the passive voice for purpose
Use features to convey & clarify meaning
Use full punctuation
Use language of subject/object
Speaking and Listening
Use questions to build knowledge
Articulate arguments & opinions
Use spoken language to speculate, hypothesise &
explore
Use appropriate register & language
Fractions
Compare & simplify fractions
Use equivalents to add fractions
Multiply simple fractions
Divide fractions by whole numbers
Solve problems using decimals & percentages
Use written division up to 2 decimal places
Introduce ratio & proportion
Data
Use pie charts
Calculate mean averages

Autumn 2
Happily ever
after?

Spring 1
World War 2

Spring 2
World War 2

Summer 1
Hopes and dreams

Summer 2
Fair is foul and foul is
fair

Philip Pullman’s
Grimm Tales
Unicorn Theatre

A Soldier’s Story
Tower of London

The Imperial War
Museum

British Museum
Mayan culture

Freshwater Theatre
Company
Shakespeare Workshop

(WW2 workshop)
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YR6
Events
and
Festivities

Jeans for
Genes Day
MacMillan
Coffee
Morning
Rosh
Hashanah
Harvest
Festival

KS1 Production

New Year

World Book Day

KS1 SATs

Condover Hall –
residential
The Globe
Summer Fair

Christmas Fair &
Christmas

World Autism
Awareness Day

Easter

KS2 SATs

Year 6 Production
Eid Al Fitr

Children in Need
Diwali
Anti-Bullying
Week

World Mental
Health Day
YR6
READING

Diversity Month
The Other Side of
Truth
B Naidoo

Minty: A story of
Young Harriet
Tubman

Harry Potter
JK Rowling

The Wedding
Ghost
Leon Garfield

Candle in the
Dark
Adele Geras

War boy
Michael
Foreman

Once

Northern Lights

The Truth About Leo

Maurice
Gleitzman

Philip Pullman

David Yelland

When Hitler stole
Pink Rabbit

Louis Sachar

The Sleeper and the
Spindle

The Listeners

Remember

Walter de la Mare

Joy Harjo

Holes

Neil Gaiman

Judith Kerr

Mozart Question

Alan
Schroeder

Micheal Morpurgo

Harriet Tubman:
A Woman of
Courage
Reenee
Skelton

I know why the
caged bird
sings/Still I rise

Sonnet 18
Shakespeare
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The Soldier
Rupert Brook

Poetry by heart
Dulce et Decorum
Est
Wilfred Owen

Maya Angelou

Red Red Rose

Stand together

Robert Burns

Harriet Tubman

YR6
WRITING

All About Me /
Harriet Tubman
Autobiography
Listographies

The Wedding
Ghost
Leon Garfield

WW2
Chronological
report

Extended
Narrative

Diary Entries

Chapters of my
life

Book Blurb

Newspaper
reports

Biography

Character
description

Historical
Recount

Setting
description

WW2
Informal letters

Windrush
Coming to England
Floella Benjamin
(New unit)

Fast Fashion
(New unit)

Measurement:
Converting units

Geometry: Properties
of shape

Consolidation,
investigations and
preparation for KS3

Measurement:
Perimeter, area
and volume
Biology: Animals
including humans
Identify and name
the main parts of
the human
circulatory system,
and describe the
functions of the

SATs preparation

Formal letters
Persuasive writing
Rose Blanche
Ian McEwan

A Moment In Time
Flashback

Flashback

YR6
MATHS
White
Rose

YR6
Science

Place Value
Addition,
subtraction,
multiplication
and division
Biology: Evolution
and inheritance
Recognise that
living things have
changed over
time and that
fossils provide
information
about living

Recount
Fractions

Decimals

Geometry:
Position and
direction

Percentages

Physics: Light
Recognise that
light appears to
travel in straight
lines

Physics:
Electricity
Associate the
brightness of a
lamp or the
volume of a
buzzer with the
number and

Use the idea that
light travels in
straight lines to
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Algebra

Biology: All living
things
Describe how living
things are classified
into broad groups
according to
common observable
characteristics and
based on similarities

Revision of units

things that
inhabited the
Earth millions of
years ago
Recognise that
living things
produce
offspring of the
same kind, but
normally
offspring vary
and are not
identical to their
parents

YR6
Computing

Rising Stars

Identify how
animals and
plants are
adapted to suit
their environment
in different ways
and that
adaptation may
lead to evolution
We are App
Planners
Develop an
awareness of the
capabilities of
smartphones and
tablets

explain that
objects are seen
because they
give out or
reflect light into
the eye
Explain that we
see things
because light
travels from light
sources to our
eyes or from light
sources to
objects and then
to our eyes
Use the idea that
light travels in
straight lines to
explain why
shadows have
the same shape
as the objects
that cast them.
We are Project
Managers
Scope a project
to identify
different
components that
must be
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voltage of cells
used in the circuit

heart, blood
vessels and blood

Compare and
give reasons for
variations in how
components
function,
including the
brightness of
bulbs, the
loudness of
buzzers and the
on/off position of
switches

Recognise the
impact of diet,
exercise, drugs
and lifestyle on
the way their
bodies function

and differences,
including
microorganisms,
plants and animals
Give reasons for
classifying plants and
animals based on
specific
characteristics

Describe the ways
in which nutrients
and water are
transported within
animals, including
humans

Use recognised
symbols when
representing a
simple circuit in a
diagram.

We are Market
Researchers
Create a set of
good survey
questions

We are Interface
designers
Work
collaboratively to
design the app’s
interface
Use wireframing
tools to create a

We are App
Developers
Become familiar with
another
programming toolkit
or development
platform

We are Marketers
Consider key marketing
messages, including
Identifying a unique
selling point

Understand
geolocation,
including GPS
Identify
interesting,
solvable
problems
Evaluate
competing
products
Pitch a proposal
for a smartphone
or tablet app

successfully
combined
Identify their
existing talents
and plan how
they
Can develop
further
knowledge and
skills
Identify the
component tasks
of a project and
develop a
timeline to track
progress
Identify the
resources they’ll
need to
accomplish a
project
Use web-based
research skills to
source tools,
content and
other resources
Consider
strategies to
ensure the
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Analyse the data
obtained from a
survey
Work
collaboratively to
plan questions
Conduct an
interview or focus
group
Analyse and
interpret the
information
obtained from
interviews or a
focus group
present their
research findings

design prototype
of their app
Develop or source
the individual
interface
components
(media assets)
they will use
address
accessibility and
inclusion issues
Document their
design decisions
and the process
they’ve followed.

Import existing
media assets to their
project
Write down the
algorithms for their
app
Program, debug and
refine the code for
their app
Thoroughly test and
evaluate their app

Develop a printed flyer
or brochure
incorporating text and
images
Further develop
knowledge, skills and
understanding in relation
to creating a website
Further develop skills
relating to shooting
and editing video

quality of a
collaborative
project
YR6
History

Significant world
historical figure
Harriet Tubman
Investigate the
slave trade and
slavery in the USA
and life in
Antebellum
America
Examine the
motives for and
consequences of
traveling the
Underground
Railroad
Analyse Harriet
Tubman's impact
on slavery and
the abolition
movement
Analyse the
influence of
geography and
politics on
maintaining the
Underground
Railroad
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Knowledge and
understanding of
British, local and
world history
WW2

Knowledge and
understanding of
British, local and
world history
WW2

Knowledge and
understanding of
British, local and
world history
Industrial Revolution

Explain why
World War II
began and order
events from early
World War II

Explain what the
Holocaust was
and describe
some events that
happened

Understand why the
Industrial Revolution
was important to
Britain

Write a letter in
role as an
evacuee from
World War II

Describe what
happened during
some key events
from World War II
and order events
on a timeline

Understand what
the blitz was and
how it affected
people
Describe how
people’s diets
were different
during World War
II and answer
questions about
the
implementation
of rationing

Understand the
term propaganda

Compare the two
ways of producing
cotton
Look into what life
was like working in
an early factory
Understand the
significance of the
steam engine during
the Industrial
Revolution
Recount why coal
and iron were so
important for the
Industrial Revolution
Investigate the
impact that canals

Broader History StudyNon-European
societies
Benin
Find out how the
kingdom of Benin
developed and
research important
events in Africa’s
history
Describe the religious
beliefs of the people
of Benin
Recreate Benin’s
sculptures
Retell the story of how
Eweka came to be the
Oba of the Benin
Kingdom
Research Benin’s
culture through
investigating artefacts
Explain how and why
the kingdom of Benin
became powerful and
successful and also
how and why the

Evaluate Harriet
Tubman's legacy
in relation to
abolition and
within U.S. history
YR6
Geography

Investigate
women’s wartime
jobs and describe
what they
entailed
How do we
impact on our
landscape?
Understand
biomes,
vegetation belts,
land use,
economic
activity,
distribution of
resources, and its
effect on
landscapes

Geographical
skills and
fieldwork
Name & locate
counties, cities,
regions &
features of UK
Life before and
after the war
The effect of war
on the landscape
Use 4 and 6 figure
grid references
on OS maps
Use fieldwork to
record & explain
how areas were
affected by the
war
Look at places on
a world map
Hitler invaded
Plot the countries
involved in WW2
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had on trade and
transport in Britain

Geography linked
to history unit on
Benin
Use maps, atlases,
globes to
Investigate key
geographical
features of Benin
Understand
latitude,
longitude,
Equator,
hemispheres,
tropics, polar
circles & time zone

empire came to an
end

How do we impact on
our landscape?
Understand biomes,
vegetation belts, land
use, economic activity,
distribution of
resources, and its
effect on landscapes

and use an atlas
to
locate them - use
a key
YR6
Art &
Design

Drawing
Design and make shadow puppets
using detailed drawings and then
creating the puppets using card and
fasteners

Painting
Study a key artwork by Willem Kalf
Develop their understanding of
composition and watercolour painting
techniques

Perform using their puppets
incorporating their English, drama
and performance skills

Learn how to layer watercolour
paintings

Develop still life drawing skills using
bottles

Select appropriate paper and brushes
to complete work

Collage
Explore the work of Susan Eisenlohr (collage
artist) and understand how art can be used to
explore everyday issues
Create collages by exploring themes to do
with humans and their environment

Explore light source in still life
drawings
Improve hand-eye co-ordination
Study the still life artwork of Cubist
artists
Still life of transparent, glass objects
to explore light sources
Explore visual literacy through
Manga drawings
Printmaking
Use engraving techniques to create
foil prints

3D and Sculpture
Explore drawing on clay to make
reliefs

3D and Sculpture
Create a set design promoting independent
creative decision making
Use charcoal drawings to inform their designs
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Use cutting tools to create a tin foil
print frame

Select appropriate tools to complete
clay tile drawings

Gather tools independently to print
from foil

Design through making
Promote open ended learning
Select and use appropriate materials
to construct their 3d chairs
Make intuitive choices when thinking
about which materials to use, which
shapes to make, and how they might
connect materials together

Pupils explore the elements you might use
within set design: the backdrop, the flats, the
props etc and how the materials you used,
and the way you used them, all help work
together to build a sense of place
Art Week and Exhibition: During this half term,
the children take part in an Arts Week and an
annual art exhibition which brings together all
of the art skiils they have been developing
throughout the year. It enables the children to
develop their pupil voice, evaluate and
improve their work for display purposes.

Make 3d pich pots from clay use the
tools to add lines or details inspired by
drawings
Create a wave bowl using
watercolours to decorate and use
appropriate materials to assemble

YR6
Design
and

Making a freestanding structure
shelter

Manipulate foam board to assemble
object together
Mechanical Systems
Fairground structure

Technology

Investigate a range of shelters.(their
purpose, materials)

Explore a range of familiar products
that use rotating parts.

Explore how to join and combine
materials and components and find
out how to reinforce structures

Investigate ways of using electrical
motors to create rotating parts.
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Food Technology
Make a burger
Practise and improve cooking skills
Follow a recipe
Combine flavours to produce tasty, healthy
meals

YR6
PSHE
Jigsaw

Find suitable textiles for the purpose
of making a shelter.

Investigate ways of making a
framework for a fairground ride.

Design and make a shelter for a
particular purpose

Make a fairground ride following a
design.

Evaluate a finished product.

Evaluate their product and make
appropriate adjustments as required
Dreams and
Healthy Me
Goals
Understand the
Identify own
importance of
strengths and
taking
discuss how to
responsibilities for
further stretch
their own physical
themselves by
and emotional
setting
health and
challenging and
choices linked to
realistic goals
this
Explore various
Discuss different
global issues and types of drugs and
explore places
the effects this can
where people
have on people’s
may be suffering
bodies
or living in difficult
situations
Discuss
exploitation as well
Discuss what they as gang culture
think their
and associated
classmates like
risks
and admire as
well as working
Explore what
on giving others
mental
praise and
health/illness is and
compliments
recognise that
people can have

Being Me In My
World
Discuss the year
ahead, setting
goals and
discussing fears
and worries for
the future

Celebrating
Difference
Identify similarities
and differences
and recognising
that for some
people, being
different is hard

Learn about the
United Nations
Convention on
the Rights of the
Child

Explore bullying
and how people
can have power
over others in a
group

Talk about
choices and
actions and how
these could
have farreaching effects
on others

Discuss strategies
for dealing with
this as well as
wider bullying
issues

Revisit
democracy,
how it benefits
the school and
how they can

Learn about
people with
disabilities and
look at examples
of people who
have amazing
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Design, cook, taste and evaluate their own
burgers

Relationships
Explore and discuss
mental health and
how to take care of
their own mental
well-being
Identify the stages in
a grief cycle and
discuss the different
causes of grief and
loss
Discuss online safety,
learning how to
judge if something is
safe and helpful

Changing Me
Learn about puberty in
boys and girls and the
changes that will
happen
Learn about childbirth
and stages of
development of a
baby
Discuss relationships
and the importance of
mutual respect
Understand that selfesteem is important
and ways to develop it
Look at transition into
secondary school and
what they are looking
forward to, what they
are worried about and
how they can prepare
themselves mentally

contribute
towards it

YR6
Mindfulness

lives and
achievements

different attitudes
towards this
Recognise the
triggers for and
feelings of being
stressed
It’s All About
Attitude
Mindful movement
Perspective taking

Introducing Brain
Breaks
Introduction to
the core
practice of deep
breathing

Getting Focussed Sharpening Your
Taking Action
Expressing Gratitude
How our brain
Senses
Mindfully
Performing acts of
works
Mindful seeing
Choosing optimism
kindness
Mindful
Mindful tasting
awareness
Mindful smelling
Appreciating happy Taking mindful action in
Focussed
experiences
the world
awareness
Expressing gratitude
Mindful listening
Investigate the relationships between secular and religious world views
How important are the similarities and differences between and within religions?

Art in Christianity
Design a banner
or dance that
express some key
Christian beliefs
using colour and
symbol.
Create a
modern icon

How do religions
create
celebrations?
Describe how Eid
is celebrated
differently by
some Muslims
and can explain
the impact of
different Eid
celebrations on
Muslim’s lives

Religious Leaders
Explore the ideas
behind why we
need leaders,
considering a
range of ideas.

Explain the
impact of
different
Christian
celebrations on
people’s lives

Give a
comprehensive
account of what
makes a
successful leader
in Southwark.

YR6
RE

Create a musical
soundtrack to a
biblical text that
is appropriate
and explain the
impact to a
believer listening
to it
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Write a job
description for a
religious leader to
present to a
place of worship.

What are the
sources of the
story about what
happened on the
first Easter
Sunday?
Make links
between the
beliefs of a
Christian and the
story of the
resurrection

Similarities and
Differences
Describe why people
belong to religions
and explain how
similarities and
differences within
and between
religions can make a
difference to the
lives of individuals
and communities

Explain how artists
show the themes
of Jesus’ death
and resurrection
from the gospels

Create a notice
board that outlines
what goes on in a
place of worship and
link these practices
to sacred texts

What do people
believe about life after
death?
Explain the impact of
beliefs about life after
death on the lives of
believers from different
religions
Record what Hindus
and Christians believe
about life after death
Compare Muslim views
on life after death with
more other religions or
world views
Ask questions about
things that are

Write about
different art
forms used in
Christianity to
express beliefs
about God and
explain how this
is similar or
different to
another religion
Visit Southwark
Cathedral to
learn about
different forms of
Art

YR6
Music
Specialist
teacher

Critically
evaluate
different religious
and world views
on celebrations
and give your
own reasoned
view
Consider how to
plan an inclusive
celebration

Steel Pan Project
Strong secure sense of pulse, in
compound and simple time
Create rhythm patterns in given time
signatures with an increasing
awareness of the theory
Recognise different rhythm patterns
(clave, afoxe, reggae, claypso) (NC
f) (NC g) developing specific
instrument playing techniques
(African drumming and Samba)
honing practise techniques
Compose and arrange, practise and
perform
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Compare
different world
religious leaders.
Identify the
differences
between a
religious leader
and a secular
leader

Strike up the
Band Ensemble
Use songs as a
starting point to
create pieces in
parts
Technical counting in
anacrusis,
conducting and
leading
ensembles to
control tempo,
dynamics,
awareness of
balance

Suggest reasons
for the design of
an Easter symbol
and explain the
potential impact
of the symbol
within a Christian’s
life
Suggest reasons
for the similar and
different beliefs
which people hold
about the Holy
Spirit and explain
how religious
sources are used
to explain these
Mama don’t low
Appraise and
comment on
each other’s works
Begin to identify
musical genres,
periods and styles
in listening and
comment on
significant features
Respond to
listening with
thoughts of
feelings and
emotions

Use the appropriate
religious words to
describe and
compare what
practices and
experiences may be
involved in
belonging to
different religious
groups

important around life
and death and
suggest answers which
relate to personal
experiences

Appraise different
religious and world
views explaining
similarities and
differences
Year 6 Show
Sing with increased tuning and confidence in
head voice and chest voice - with developing
control of dynamics and phrasing
Able to sing in 2 parts confidently (NCf) (NCg)

Reading graphic
scores, grid
notation, simple
pitch levels time
signature, simple
rhythm notation,
structure maps
using AB, repeat
symbols, staff
notation pitch
notation, treble
and bass clef,

YR6
Spanish
Specialist
teacher

Numbers up to
1,000,000

The solar system
in Spanish

YR6
PE

Football

Dance

Invasions Games:
Attack vs
Defence/Footbal
l/Tag Rugby

Gymnastics

Coach
Teacher
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Free time
activities with use
of verbs like
gustar (to like)
and querer (to
want)
Gymnastics
circuit
Invasion games:
Hockey

Graphic scores
that include
elements of pitch,
rhythm meter
Ordering food and
drinks in a
restaurant

Talking about your
home (pets, family
and house
vocabulary and
phrases)

In the theme park (past
tenses)

Basketball

PB Athletics

Cricket

Athletics

Net Games:
Mini Volleyball &
Tennis

Striking Games:
Rounders

